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Given that, at the heart of any college, is its academic programs and the students enrolled within
them, we begin with descriptions of each of the four Departments.

Department of Educational Foundations
PURPOSE
The Department of Educational Foundations serves professional educators and
· undergraduate and graduate students by focusing on professional needs relating to the social,
historical, psychological and philosophical foundations of education and the theory and practice of
instruction, curriculum, research design, measurement, and data analysis. The core studies
instructional component is a sequence of courses and experiences which helps students build
professional knowledge and skills required by effective educators who elect to practice in k-12
schools and post secondary settings. The knowledge base of the core includes: theories of human
development and learning; research and inquiry; principles .of effective instructional practice;
applications of technology' society's impact on schools; critical thinking skills; multi-cultural
awareness; and educational policy. An undergraduate student in the College of Education,
regardless of the teaching field, completes a generic core of four courses which includes
appropriate clinical experiences.
DEPARTMENT GOALS
1.
Renew and revise the scope and sequence of the core experiences of undergraduate
students to ensure that graduates can function at the entry level expected by educational
·1eaders.
2.
Insert elective undergraduate experiences into the program to meet the needs of students
with varied backgrounds and help students meet expectations in diverse school settings.
3.
Expand the strategies for working with students in order to serve a wider array of student
needs and increase departmental productivity with limited resources.
4.
Expand and renew graduate level instructional experiences to meet the new and ch_anging
demands placed on masters and doctoral level educators and increase the number of
doctoral and masters graduates of the College.
5.
Create partnerships with schools, government agencies and businesses in order to share
resources and knowledge in a way that permits each member of the partnership to take
more from the relationship than they contribute to it.
6.
Expand working relationships with individuals and departments from other Colleges within
the University in order to increase cross disciplinary programs of study and research
agendas for student and faculty members.
7.
To establish a set of research programs that are derived from and contribute to the other
departmental goals.
PROGRAMS
Undergraduate Core Curriculum
The Department provides a set of four service courses which form the generic core for
undergraduate programs within the College. These courses, with Florida DOE certification
categories in parentheses, are:

EOG
EDF
EOG
EDF

4321 Teaching Strategies I (General Methods),
4324 Teaching Strategies II (General Methods),
4214 Classroom Learning Principles (Psychological Foundations),and
3603 Analysis of Educational Foundations (Sociological Foundations)
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A set of elective courses are being developed to meet the recently identified needs of special
groups of undergraduates.

-Master of Education Core Curriculum
The Educational Foundations Department provides service courses for all of the masters
programs in education and coordinates the Curriculum and Instruction specialization for the
Master's degree in Educational Leadership.
Th~ graduate c?re ~rovide~ studen~ with ~pportunities to advance their knowledge and
understandmg of the h1stoncal, phllosoph1cal, social, psychological, research, and curriculum
·
background of current school practice and organization.
Student involvement in and critiques of current literature, research reports, program
evaluation, measurement and data analysis activities helps them build knowledge and skills needed
by master educators in a variety of school settings.

Doctoral Core and Specialization Program
The Educational Foundations Dep~ent provides the se1:"\7ice courses required of students
enrolled in either.of the COE doctoral programs and schedules the core courses for the Curriculum
. and Instruction doctoral program.
The C&I program primarily prepares doctoral candidates who intend practice in K-12
school organizations. In addition, they presently prepare other doctoral candidates who will
practice in community colleges, Colleges of Education, and other organizations providing
edu·cational experiences. These include instructional design groups working in the military,
business, government agencies, etc.

· PROJECTS/PARTNERSHIPS
Midway Elementary Partnership
The partnership between the College of Education and Midway Elementary School in
Seminole County was recognized in 1992 by
Kappa Delta Pi, an international honor society in education, as a "point of excellence." The
Department of Educational Foundations has maintained this partnership as part of its effort to
increase the UCF undergraduate student's awareness of cultural diversities and school/community
relationships in a lower socioeconomic environment. Midway Elementary School has an
enrollment of approximately 500 students of whom 68% are Black, 25% are White, 6% Hispanic,
1% Asian and other ethnic backgrounds. One section of EDG 4214 Classroom Leaming
Principles, has been taught at Midway; UCF students have completed their course tutor
requirements with K-5 students on-site.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
The programs and professional activities of the Educational Foundations Department will be
influenced by the following key factors:
Demographic Change: The population served by UCF is rapidly growing, becoming more
culturally diverse, and expanding its international ties.
State Fiscal Support: The proportion of the state's total general revenue allocated to Higher
Education has shrunk and will continue to shrink.
School Improvement: The instructional programs o~ K-12 scho~ls ~nd post secondary schools
will demand COE assistance in creating new instructional ~t~ateg1es m order to_ meet d_~mands to
educate more youth to highe·r levels of achievement in trad1t10nal and new cumcula with reduced
fiscal resources.
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Shifting Faculty Expectations: State legislatures will demand that regular faculty use greater
proportions of their time for undergraduate instruction and professional service to local public and
tax paying entities.
Infusion of Instructional Technology: A varied set of technological devices have been developed
that will become effective instructional tools.

Faculty
R.G. Cowgill, Ph.D.
C.D. Dzuiban, Ph.D.
M.L. Kysilka, Ph.D.
R.R. Lange, Ph.D.
J.S. Beadle, Ph.D.
K.L. Biralmah, Ph.D.
S.L. Hiett, Ph.D.
L.C. Holt, Ed.D.
J.A. Miller, Ed.D.
P.T. Sciortino, Ph.D.
T.J. Sullivan, Ed.D.
A.T. Wood, Ph.D.
K.W. Allen, Ph.D.
I.W. Banks, Ed.D.

L.Chang, Ph.D.
J.S. Kaplan, Ph.D.
S.C. Ericson, Ed.D.
C.J. Hutchinson, Ed.D.

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor/Chair
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
·Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associ~te Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Instructor

From Kingston, Jamaica to Prague, Czechoslovakia; from Toronto, Canada to Coahiula, Mexico,
and even at the White House Rose Garden, Educational Foundations Department Faculty were
there. The places traveled represents a small part of the excitement surrounding the scholarly
activities of the faculty. Upon closer examination, issues like Comparative Education, Globalism,
Militarism, Equity, Critical Thinking, Health Risk Behavior, Cooperative Leaming, School
Improvement, Multiculturalism and technical considerations in measurement, are just a few of the
topics researched and presented during the past academic year. While presentations given at
International and National conferences are important, other measures of scholarship include, the
five books and 15 articles completed. Although it is difficult to weigh one activity with more virtue
over another, the accomplishment by Dr. Karen Biraimah in receiving the Fulbright Scholar Award
in Malaysia is of special interest.
It has been a busy year for the faculty of the department, but an excellent one. The complete list of
scholarship by the faculty follows. It is rewarding to know that in a far off place, in cities beyond
our local boundary and state line, there are professional educators who know about us, thanks to
contributions made by the Educational Foundations Department.
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RESEARCH & CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
I. Publications (Refereed)

1992-1993

A. Books
Holt, L. (1993, Summer). Cooperative learning in action. National Middle School
Association. Columbus, OH.
Kysilka, M. L. (1992). The thinking teacher: Ideas for effective Leaming. New York:
McGraw-Hill.
Kysilka, M. L. (1993). The thinking teacher: Ideas for Effective learning. New York:
McGraw-Hill.
Kysilka, M. L., & Biraimah, K. L. (1993). The thinking teacher: Ideas for Effective
Learning. (2nd ed.). New York: McGraw-Hill.
Miller, A. J. (in process). Teachers are forever: What everyone should know about
today's teachers. Writer's Edge.
Sullivan, T. (1992, Revisions). Applications of Technology. New York: McGraw-Hill.
B. Chapter(s) in Books
Biraimah, K. L. (1992, August). Book review: Women's work. education. and family
welfare in Peru. In B. Herz, & S. Khandker (Eds), Comparative Education Review.
J.Q.(3), 368-369. Washington, D.C.: The World Bank.'
.
Holt, L. (1993). The middle school student characteristics. In L. Hudson. I make a
difference making the transition from.clinician to educator. Albany, NY: Delmar.
Lawler ill, E. E., Cohen, S., & Chang, L. (1993). Strategic human resources
management In P. H. Mirvis (Ed.) Building a competitive work force; Investing in
human capital for corporate success. (pp. 31-59). New York: John Wiley & Sons.

C. Articles
Biraimah, K. L. (1993, in press). Class, gender, and societal inequalities: A study of
Nigerian and Thai undergraduate students. Higher Education: The International Journal of
Higher Education and Educational Planning. The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic
Publishers.

K:

L. (1993, in press). The non-neutrality of educational computer software.
Birairnah,
Computers and Education: An International Journal. England: Pergamon.
Chang, L. (in progress). Using confirmatory factor analysis of multitrait-multimethod
data to evaluate the psychometric equivalence of four and six step Likert-type scales.
Applied Psychological Measurement.
Chang, L., Cohen, S., & Ledford, G. (in progress). A hierarchical concept of
self-man~gement leadership and its relations with quality of work life and work group
5

effectiveness. Journal of Aimlied Psychology.
Dziuban, C. Visual preferences of preschool children for abstract and realistic paintings.
Perceptual Motor Skills, 76, 155-158.
Holt, L. (in press). How to enhance bibliographic instruction. Journal of Educational
Media and Library Science).
Hutchinson, C., & Dziuban, C. (1993). Awareness of technology in an elementary
school environment. Psychological Reports. 72, 734.
Kysilka, M. L., & Barron, A. (1993, Spring). Research on digital audio in instructional
computing. Journal on Research and Computing in Education. 277-290.
Lawler III, E. E., Ledford, G., & Chang, L. (1993). Who use skill-based pay, and why
they use it. Compensation & Benefits Review, 14(2), 22-26.
McGhee, K. & Dziuban, C. (1993, in press). An assessment of the effectiveness of a
blueprint program. Psychological Reports.

II. Publications (Non-Refereed)
A. Books
B. Chapter(s) in Book
Hutchinson, C. (1993, in progress). Chapter on Anglo-American culture for Linguistic
Diversity in American Schools.
Kysilka, M. L., & Bell, M. (1992). The impossible dream? N:ot really: Recruitment and
retention strategies that work. In E. Middleton, et. al. (Eds.). Recruitment and Retention
of Minorities in education (5th ed.). Lexington, KY: University of Kentucky Press.
154-161.
Kysilka, M. L., & Bell, M. (1992). Effectiveness of peer support systems by minority
students in majority institutions. In E. Middleton et al. (Eds.). Recruitment and
Retention of Minorities in Education (6th ed.). Lexington, KY: The University of
Kentucky Press. 51-54.
C. Articles
Holt, L. (1993). How to enhance technology in teacher education. Florida Association of
Science Teaching Journal.
Kysilka, M. L., & Zapico, S. (1992, Fall, 1993, Spring). (in press). Quasi-Mastery
Learning in chemistry. ERIC Reference.
Sciortino, P., & Sullivan, T.
Magazine.

Fitness to teach sent to action in teacher education. Parents'

Sciortino, P., & Sullivan, T. A wholesome discipline technique with children. Parents
Magazine.
Sullivan, T., & Sciortino, P. Action in Teacher Education.
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D. Non-print productions (video, art, music, software, etc.)
E. Other
Allen, K. W. The Department of Youth Services, State of South Carolina. A Report to the
Federal Court System, Judge Joe Anderson, Columbia, SC. (This report was done as a
result of my being appointed as an Expert Witness for the Federal Court System.)
Hutchinson, C., & Dziuban, C. (1993). Working with Kay Allen, paper on Angoff
scores at the Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics (first author).
Two papers at the Florida Association of School Psychologists (second author), one with
Audry Kelley on cut scores and one with Clark Dorman on the relationship among
intelligence and personality variables.
Kysilka, M. L. (1993, Winter, invited). Clinton, a panacea for education: NOT!. FASCD
Policy Review. 13-15.
Miller, A. J. (1993, March). for AAAS Benchmarks for Science Literacy Project 2061 for
Florida Academy of Science.
III. Professional Conference Presentations
A. State/Regional
Allen, K. W. (1993, February). Field based teacher education: A reflective model. POK
Roundtable. Orlando, fL.
Biraimah, K. L. (1992, April 2). Standards and mandates affecting the teaching of
educational foundations courses in Florida. Eighth Annual Conference of the Florida
Foundations of Education and Policy Studies Society. Orlando, FL.
Holt, L., & Everett, R. (1992). How to enhance technology in teacher educatio~. Florida
Association of Science Teachers.
i<.ysilka, M. L. (1993, July). Leaming styles and teacher theorizing (Workshop Seminole
County Schools) .. Sanford, FL.
Manning, P. (1992, March 3). Madison Middle School - Honor Society Speaker.
Manning, P. (1993, February 2). Atlantis Elementary TV production - Good Morning
Atlantis.
Manning, P. (1993, May 21). Brevard County Central Area Adult Education Center
Graduation Speaker.
Manning, P. Brevard Federation of Teachers Retreat in Vero Beach, three presentations:
Political Action for Teachers.
Manning, P. Brevard County Clash of the Titans - Advanced Placement Students in
Math/Science (Sponsor and speaker).
B. National/International
Allen, K. W., & Hutchinson, C. J. (1993). Education reform and issues of diversity:
7

"You're in America now". Workshop Proposal for National Association for Multicultural
Education, Fourth Annual National Conference, February 9-13, 1994, Detroit, Michigan.
Allen, K. W., & Hutchinson, C. J. (1993, October 27-30). (Accepted). Educational
reform and issues of diversity. Proposal for Southeastern Regional Association of Teacher
Educators, 40th Annual Conference, October 27-30, 1993, Nashville, TN.
Allen, K. W., & Hutchinson, C. J. (1993). (Accepted). Issues of diversity in school
improvement: Proactive management and prevention strategies. Proposal for 74th Annual
Meeting of the Association of Teacher Educators, February 12-16, 1994, Atlanta, GA.
Allen, K. W., O'Tuel, F., & Bullard, R. (1993, April 12-16). The learning and retention
of a problem solving strategy by 5th and 6th graders. Presentation at American Educational
Research Association 1993 Annual Meeting. Atlanta, GA.
Biraimah, K. L. (1993, March 17). Equitable access to university education in the U.S.
The role of gender and ethnicity. Comparative and International Education Society
Conference. Kingston, Jamaica.
Biraimah, K. L. (1993, March 17). An analysis of the 1992 CIES conference
participation (Annapolis, MD). Comparative and International Education Society
Conference. Kingston, Jamaica.
Biraimah, K. L. (1992, July 10). The non-neutrality of United States educational
computer software: Issues of globalism, militarism and equity. VITith World Congress of
Comparative Education. Prague, Czechoslovakia.
Biraimah, K. L. (1992, July 10). Class, gender, and the reproduction of social
inequalities: A comparison of Nigerian and Tai university students' life chances. VIIlth
World Congress of Comparative Education. Pr~gue, Czechoslovakia.
Chang, L. (1993). Psychometrical properties of different numbers of scale steps. Paper
presented at the 1993 Annual Convention of National Council on Measurement in
Education. Atlanta, GA.
Chang, L. (1993). Connotatively consistent and reversed connotatively inconsistent items
are not fully equivalent Poster given at the 5th Annual Convention of American
Psychological Society. Chicago, IL.
Chang, L. (1993). Dependability across scale steps and anchoring labels: A
generalizability study. Poster given at the 101st Annual Convention of American
Psychological Association. Toronto, Canada.
Dziuban, C. (1993, November). Factor analytic extraction methods. FERA.
Dziuban, C. (1993, November). Health risk behavior of Florida undergraduates. FERA.
Dziuban, C. Symposium Director on Alternative Assessment. FERA.
Dziuban, C. (1993, September). Training in item writing American academy of
pereontontics. Chicago, IL.
Kysilka, M. L., & Barron, A. (1992). Digital audio for multimedia. Educational
Frontiers: Proceedings from the Ninth International Conference on Technology and
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Education. In N. Estes, & M. Thomas (Eds.). 354-356. Austin, TX: University of
Texas.
Kysilka, M. L., & Whittaker, J. (1992). Exchanging ideas for curricular change:
Exploring technology's potential. Education Sans Frontiers: Proceedings from the Ninth
International Conference on Technology and Education. In N. Estes, M. Thomas (Eds.).
357-359. Austin, TX: University of Texas.
Kysilka, M. L. (1993, April 30). Thinking skills: Factors to consider universidad a de
coahuila. Coahiula, Mexico.
Kysilka, M. L. (1993, March). British and American beliefs: Affects on implementation
of schools of choice and mandated curriculum. ASCD, Washington D.C.
C. Local
Holt, L. (1992, June). Presented at Science Engineering Consortium Minorities in
Education. University of Central Florida. Orlando, FL.
Holt, L. ((1992, August). Presented at Title III Grant College Level Teaching Committee.
University of Central Florida. Orlando, FL.
Holt, L. (1993, February). Presented at Title III Grant College Level Teaching
Committee. University of Central Florida. Orlando, FL.
IV. Speeches/Addresses
Kysilka, M. L. (1993, January 25). Critical thinking skills, Campbell Middle School, Daytona
Beach, FL.
V. Research/Creative Activity
A. Funded (funding is managed under College or University sponsored research contract)(include
title, agency, amount, grant dates and status)

1. Proposals submitted and status (e.g., pending or declined)
Biraimah, K. L. 1993-94 Fulbright Scholar Award Malaysia, Award Code #3449,
Malaysia Teacher Training Program. Universiti Malaya, Faculty of Education
(Awarded: March 23, 1993).
Dziuban, C. Will be funded by DOE for $99,673. Funde~ by DOE~ a
measurement specialist for $8,000 on a grant for which Mike Hynes 1s the PI.
Funded for $6,800 by the RECAP project
2. Proposals funded
B. Independent (Non-funded)

1. In-progress
Birairnah, K. L. (July 1990 - present). The ~ffec~ of cl~ss and ~ende~ ori Thai
university students' expectations. Payap Umvers1ty, Chiang Mat, Thailand.
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Biraimah, K. L. (August 1991 - present). The effects of class and gender on
selection of nontraditional majors by undergraduate university students.
Chang, L. Was awarded the 1993 University of Central Florida Faculty Research
Grant ($4,500).
Chang, L. Submitted two papers to the 1994 Annual Convention of American
Educational Research Associa·tion.
2. Completed
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Department of Educational Services
DEPARTMENT GOALS

The Departm_ent of ~duca~onal Services is unique among the four College of Education
departments m that 1t provides only graduate programs. The Department of Educational Services
_w as formed to bring the entire concept of school services into one administrative unit This
structure has provided numerous opportunities for interdisciplinary cooperation and articulation.
Academic programming is oriented toward a blend of theory and research with practice. Programs
of study emphasize experiential learning and the best practices of adult education. These
combinations have produced programs of professional preparation which have the respect of
students, colleagues, and practicing professionals throughout the state, region, and nation.
PROGRAMS

Programs leading to the following advanced degrees are offered:
•
Counselor Education [School Counseling, Mental Health Counseling, and Higher
Education Student Personnel options] (M)*
•
Educational Leadership (M,S,D)*
•
Educational Media (M) *
•
Instructional Systems (M)* (On BOR list for Ph.D. pgm.)
•
~chool Psychology (S)*
*Degrees: M = M.Ed. or M.A. Degree, S = Educational Specialist Degree, D =Doctor of Education Degree

The Department of Educational Services consists of 17 faculty members (including the
Chair) - eight full professors, four associate professors, and five non-tenured assistant professors.
Of this total number of faculty, Counselor Education has four, Educational Leadership has eight,
Educational Media has one, Instructional Systems has two, and School Psychology has two.
Faculty appointments are also held by Dr. LeVester Tubbs and Dr. Paul McQuilken in the UCF
central administration.
Faculty members in the Department maintain a high level of instructional quality, service to
the community and university, and scholarly productivity. Many of the faculty have received
recent external funding to support their teaching and research interests. Publications and
presentations at the regional, national, and international areas have been consistently strong by the
faculty.
These efforts do not represent the work of a few individuals, but rather most members of
the Department. Faculty members contribute to their professions through a high level of activity in
professional associations, serving as organization officers, journal editors, and conference chairs.
\Vith regard to enrollment and course demands, there have been no major deviations in
recent years. Numbers of students have equaled or exceeded the capacity and resources of the
Department. This is especially true in the areas of Counseling, Educational Leadership, and
Instructional Systems.
The Educational Leadership program houses one of the College's two doctoral programs.
The Department makes a significant contribution to overall g~aduate_ pr?ductivity of the
College of Education and the University. These data should be c?ns1dered m light of the fact that
the Department is the smallest of the four College departments with respect to number of faculty
members.
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Counselor Education
There are currently approximately 160 degree-seeking students admitted into the Counselor
Education program. The specific areas of student specializations are: School Counseling and
Guidance, Mental Health Counseling, and Higher Education Student Personnel.
In addition to the above listed degree-seeking students, approximately 50-65
· post-baccalaureate students are requesting admission to the program and seeking additional
certification as school guidance counselors with the Florida DOE, and/or licensure as Mental
Health Therapists with the DPR enroll in Counselor Education courses each term.
Students are encouraged to submit manuscripts to both state and national professional
journals. Students have had manuscripts accepted in the School Counselor, Florida Association of
Counseling and Development, Alabama Association of Counseling and Development
Members of the Counselor Education program believe that professors should inodel
appropriate professional and personal behaviors. The range of professional topics published in
professional journals include but are not limited to: child sexu~ victimization, multicultural
counseling, substance abuse, programmatic considerations for counselor education programs, and
infusing career development into higher education.
Faculty members have made presentations at an array of professional conferences
including: The American Association of Counseling and Development, Florida Association of
Counseling and Development, National Symposium of Child Sexual Victimization, and the
Southern Association of Counselor Educators. Dr. Robert Bollet is currently serving on the
American Association of Counseling and Development International Relations Committee and is
also Executive Director of the Florida Association for Counseling and Development Dr. Roberta
Driscoll is President-Elect of the American Mental Health Counselors Association. Dr. Bollet is
also the recipient of a $10,000 Department of Education grant.
Drs. Diane Shepard and Andrew Creamer joined the Counselor Education faculty within
the past year.
Members of the Counselor Education program are ·also serving as consultants to the
Orlando Police Department's efforts related to community sensitivity and enhancing police officers'
abilities to verbally defuse potentially volatile situations.
The Counselor Education faculty have been busy since January in their endeavors toward
seeking CACREP accreditation. CACREP is an acronym for the Council for Accreditation of
Counseling and Related Educational Programs and is the accrediting body of the American
Counseling Association (ACA). Faculty have been struggling with procedures to bring
student/faculty ratios in line with CACREP standards. Student numbers will have to be decr~ased
or faculty members will need to be increased.

In conjunction with CACREP seeking standards, the Counselor Education Practicum
Clinic, a free counseling services offered to the public each week, is being expanded to not only
include more practice and supervision time but will open additional counseling time for additional
clients. This clinic currently accommodates 30-60 clients each week on Monday through and
Thursday evenings.

Educational Media
Perhaps, no role in the school environment has undergone such radical change as has the
school library media specialist. The Educational Media Program has not only kept pace with those
· 12

changes, ?ut has led the way. The information explosion and technological revolution brought to
our attenu_on the n~ed to acces~ information through technology. Through existing and emerging
.technologies, media programs m schools and in the College of Education have the potential to
extend access to information and knowledge.
The school media ~pecialist has become responsible for a collection and program which not
only reflects, bu~ also predicts, the curriculum and its changes. Media specialists are active
members of cumculum development teams. They also serve as instructional designers and
developers in the process of helping teachers teach. They provide media and materials for
teachers' lessons; assist in the specification of objectives, learning activities, and evaluation
techniques; and plan cooperative lessons with teachers to maximize the use of media center
materials while reinforcing information skills and subject area objectives.
Because of the emphasis on the instructional role of the media specialist as well as
technology, the Educational Media M. Ed. program is offered for experienced, successful teachers.
As professionals in their fields, individuals have the skills and knowledge about instruction and the
school environment. They can transfer those skills to a new setting, the school library media
center, ~d build upon them from a fresh perspective. They can also concentrate on information
and instructional technologies, using their classroom experiences to look at ways to more
effectively utilize information and technologies.
·
Currently, the M. Ed. Program is a 39-45 semester hour master's degree program which
leads to concurrent certification in Educational Media in Florida. An M. A. Program will open in
the fall of 1992 for those who are not currently certified in education. Courses leading to the
master's degree in educational media are designed to develop skills in traditional areas of
management, production, utilization, evaluation of media and media programs as well as
instructional design, interpersonal relations, and applications of innovations in information retrieval
and emerging technologies. The program includes the following components:
The program is accredited by NCATE, AECT, and SACS. In addition to degree-seeking
students, other individuals in educational media courses are post-baccalaureate students seeking
certification. Certification changes which became effective on July 1, 1992, increased the number
of hours required from 24 to 30. It is anticipated that this will encourage even more
post-baccalaureate students to seek additional coursework for either the M.A. or M. Ed. degree.
Currently, approximately 33 students are enrolled in educational media courses, 25 of them
in a degree program. All students who have completed certification and/or a degree in educational
media are employed as media specialists in school districts. Our advisory board, composed of
district media supervisors and Florida Department of Education staff, encourages students to apply
for positions in their school districts.
The educational media faculty, including adjuncts, are active in the profession~ write for
publications, seek professional development, are frequent presenters at conferences, and are
respected in their fielq.
The program currently has one tenured faculty member, Dr. Donn~ Baumbach (Ed.D.
Indiana University), and several adjuncts. Dr. Baumb~ch has serv~d as Director of th~ .
Southeastern Regional Media Leadership Council; Reg10nal C?ord1;11ator for the Associatl?n for
Educational Communications and Technology; Member of their nauonal conference planmng
committee for the Orlando convention; is a Past-President of the Florida Association for Media in
Education; and most recently, -Ch~ir of the Convention Planning for the National Educational
Computing Conference held·in Orlando.
Her work with the Florida Department of Education spans many years during which time
13

she has been responsible for bringing grant:$ and projects totalling almost $2 million and
contributions from technology vendors, all of which have allowed the program and its students to
remain on the cutting edge and have assisted the College in providing hardware and software for all
pro gram areas.
A second faculty member, Dr. Judy Lee, joined the Department in August 1993, and will
assume a leadership role in coordinating the academic program.

Educational Leadership
Educational Leadership is an exemplary program in the regioµ, state, and nation whose
primary purpose is to prepare individuals for leadership positions in education at all levels.
Evaluations indicate that it serves the needs of the professional community while maintaining high
academic standards.
The program permits completion of the M.Ed., M.A., Ed.S., or Ed.D. Degrees with
emphasis at one or more educational levels (elementary, middle, secondary, or post-secondary).
Florida E_d ucational Leadership Certification (Level I) can be obtained separately or as part of the
graduate degree program. In addition to campus programs, courses are offered on the Brevard and
Daytona Beach UCF campuses.
·
Faculty in the Educational Leadership Program offer a wide range of experiences as
teachers, principals and superintendents. In addition, they are quite active in work with Florida
schools, state and national professional associations. Their professional prowess makes them
frequently requested consultants to schools, universities, business, and government agencies.
Program faculty members include:
William Bozeman, Ph.D.
David Hernandez, Ed.D.
William Johnson, Ph.D.
Mary Ann Lynn, Ed.D.
Barbara Murray, Ph.D.
Kenneth Murray, J.D.,Ph.D.
George E. Pawlas, Ph.D.
Robert A. Rothberg, Ed.D.

University of Wisconsin
Florida State University
Kent State University
Illinois State University
Indiana State University
Indiana State University
University of South Carolina
Florida State University

More than 200 students are currently enrolled in Educational Leadership Programs. In
general, they are from the central Florida area and working on a full-time basis in schools, colleges
and universities throughout the region.
·
Master's Degree Programs. The primary purpose of the master's degree is to prepare
individuals for entry level administrative positions (e.g., the assistant principalship or
principalship). A grant from the Danforth Foundation provided the catalyst for establi'shing new
directions for the Master of Education Degree.
Alliances with central Florida school districts have been strengthened by collaboration in an
effort to identify and select outstanding educators within each district to form student cohorts.
Activities beyond traditional course boundaries are planned each semester to advance student
awareness in the humanities and the fine and performing arts through the program's Renaissance
Strand.
Additionally, expanded field experiences are provided for participants throughout the
program. Having all students advance through programs based on the Danforth Foundation
Leadership Preparation model has been identified by faculty members and College administrators
as a primary programmatic goal.
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The reputation of UCF's Danforth Foundation Leadership Program led to its selection as
one of_th~ee programs to be the subject of an in-depth case study by the Foundation and chapter in
Changmg the Way We Prepare Educational Leaders (M.M. Milstein, 1993), and a featured
program in a nationally distributed video documentary.
A new master's degree program will commence in August 1993, Master's '95. This
program will include many of the features of the Danforth Program such as the student cohort and
intensive school district involvement.
Doctoral Program. Over 70 individuals are engaged in advanced graduate studies in
Educational Leadership. The Doctoral Program, one of two doctoral programs in the College of
Education, is designed to prepare educators for leadership positions at all levels of educational .
administration. A second purpose, but not in the sense of importance, is preparation of persons
for positions in teaching and research. A new doctoral program, Leadership 2000, will commence
in August 1993. This program will involve a select group of practicing administrators from the
central Florida school districts.
The doctoral program of study includes four core courses:
Educational Leadership; Politics, Governance and Finance; Personnel, Contracts and Negotiations;
and Planning, Research and Evaluation Systems. In a~dition, there are research components,
cognates (i.e., courses outside the College of Education) and a specialization area. Graduates are
· rapidly becoming recognized as significant educational leaders in the area.
The Educational Leadership Doctoral Program.was reviewed in 1989 by the Florida Board
of Regents and awarded full and independent status in the State University System.
In summary, the UCF Educational Leadership Program is not only a rapidly growing state
and regional program, but also a program which is receiving national visibility with regard to
excellence, innovation, and service to the profession.
Instructional Systems
The curriculum of the Instructional Systems Program is designed to prepare professionals
for business, industry, government agencies and military training programs.
Instructional Systems professionals evaluate, design, develop, and manage training
programs, both at their work places and at that of numerous and diverse clientele. Such training
programs address the increasingly complex demands that are placed upon much of the work force
in Central Florida.
This program was initiated 13 years ago by utilizing a formal DACUM (Designing a .
Curriculum) process that involved instructional systems technology employers throughout Flonda.
.
Because of the foresight of these leaders, most of w!iom contin1;1e to serve on the
Instructional Systems Curriculum Advisory Board, the cumculum contmues to reflect the vanety
of technologies now used in military, business, a!1d industry training program~. Through ongomg
DACUM follow-up reviews, the curriculum contmues to be evaluated and revised.
Courses in this program have been divided into two catego~es. Ins_tructional Syste~s .
courses, such as Administration of Instructional Systems, are domam specific to adult leammg m
business and industry. Courses have been designed to be discipline in~ependent; as a result, .
courses such as Computer Assisted Instruction have become popular with s1:Jdents from a vanety
of graduate programs in the teacher education areas of the College of Educauon as well as across
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the campus.
Courses such as Instructional Systems Design are required by related graduate programs in
Human Factors Psychology and Industrial Engineering Simulation Systems. The content of these
courses is designed to facilitate an interdisciplinary exchange of ideas through a variety of group
activities.
The Instructional Systems Program has received highly positive comments during all
Department of Education evaluations. In addition, this program carries accreditation with
distinction from the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education and the Association for Educational Communications and
Technology.
The Instructional Systems Program has, for the past several years, maintained an
enrollment of approximately 80, 15-20 of whom are classified as being Post-Bae. The program
also serves many students from other graduate program areas.
Recently, there h~ been an increase in the number of Curriculum and Instruction doctoral
students taking courses in Instructional Systems and the Instructional Systems faculty now serve
as major doctoral committee advisors to fourteen othe~s.
Students entering the Instructional Systems Program come from two backgrounds. One
group already works in training-related positions in business and industry and needs a graduate
degree for career advancement. In the Central Florida ~ea, most students work in military training,
higher education, tourism, banking, health professions, or high technology industry. In particular,
companies that compete for military training contracts encourage advanced degrees among
employees. Many companies reimburse tuition fees of their employees.
Another group of students in the Instructional Systems Program are entering the field for
the first time, some making career changes, while others are re-entering thejob market after raising
families. An interesting trend has also begun over the past three years; more and more inquiries
about the program are being received from abroad and as a result, an increasing number of
international students have enrolled in the courses.
Even during the current economic recession, students are finding jobs in the instructional
technology field. Many receive numerous job offers during their studies and -frequently accept
positions before graduation. The faculty work with em players to ensure that these students are
encouraged to complete their work toward the degree.
There are two full-time, tenured faculty members in the Instructional Systems Program,
·
both of whom enjoy both national and international reputations.
Dr. Gary Orwig, Ed.D. Indiana University, is a renowned expert in the application of
computers to instruction, including the use of simulation and artificial intelligence as applied to
learning. He is currently working collaboratively with Engineering and Business faculty on an
intelligent systems project for NASA.
Dr. Orwig has further distinguished himself through the production and publication of a
number of videodiscs, computer programs and books, several of which have been translated into
Italian, French and German. He and his co-author, Dr. Ann Barron at the University of South
Florida, have just produced a text on the use of technology in education.
Dr. Orwig is co-founder and current President of the Central Florida Chapter of the
Association for Educational Communications and Technology.
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Dr. Richard Coi:i~n, Ed.D. Nova University, specializes more in the high touch application
of technology and how it unpac~s lea:ners. A former NASA Scholar, he has been researching the
effects of fatigue and long duration flight on both astronauts and commercial airline flight crews
·
since 1981.
Dr. Cornell has long been active in the Association for Educational Communications and
Technology (AECT) having been, three times, a nominee for its presidency. He is a Past President
of its International Division; co-founder and Past Director of the Southeastern Regional Media
Leadership Council; co-founder and Past-President of the Central Florida Chapter of AECT.
In addition, Dr. Cornell is the United States Member to the International Council for
Educational Media, a thirty-nation organization based in Paris. He will assume his place on their
Executive Board in November when the group meets in Barcelona.
While the full time faculty teach most of the courses in the program, two or three courses
are selected each year to be taught by adjunct faculty. Because the area of instructional technology
is subject to both rapid and continual change, highly qualified individuals are chosen to supplement
the areas of expertise of the regular faculty members.
Funding for support of programs that utilize instructional technologies within the College
of Education has been and continues t be seriously lacking. Most of the physical resources utilized
by the Instructional Systems Program have been donated by businesses, obtained through grants,
or earned through cooperative arrangements with industry.
When required facilities are not available within the College of Education, the Instructional
Systems Program relies upon the resources of other colleges on the campus, the Institute for
Simulation and Training, the Naval Training Systems Center, and a network of supportive
businesses throughout Central Florida.
With this wide-ranging support, the Instructional Systems Program survives and grows.
Far more could be accomplished if the College of Education were properly funded to support the
use of instructional technologies, not only in this program but, throughout the College curriculum.
As of June of 1993, permission was granted by the Board of Regents to begin the planning
process for Ph.D.in Instructional Technology. This request was made on behalf of over 400
Central Florida constituents who had asked that such a program be made available to them.

a

School Psychology
The School Psychology program at the University of Central Florida is dedicated to the
belief that the quality of a program is not determined by its size, but by its commitment to best
practice and to effective performance of its graduates.
The program utilizes the scienti~t-practitioner model ~hrough~ut the co~rse of study ~d
emphasizes the delivery of comprehensive school psychological services focusmg on the unique
characteristics of each learner.
The program operates from a problem solving perspective and provides students with the
opportunity to develop skills in working with individual students, classroom teachers,
administrators, parents and other professionals in related disciplines.
Recognizing that change is one constant amidst which the effective prof~ssional s~hool
psychologist operates, the program emphasizes the role of the school psychologist as a prunary
change agent within the educational setting.
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Practica and internship experiences are provided and viewed as critical components of the
learning process. These practica and internship assignments in the applied setting are used to
compare and contrast best practice with the students' experience. The faculty work closely with
the practica and internship supervisors to insure program integrity and to compliment the on-site
supervision.
School Psychology courses of study have been designed to provide students w1th a
thorough sequential knowledge base and experiences that orient the student to the traditional roles
of the school psychologist and allow the acquisition of advanced skills to provide appropriate
intervention/preventive service in several settings. This blend of formal coursework and carefully
selected field-based experiences is viewed as a strength of the program. Faculty members work
closely with local education agencies and model the role of the school psychologist as a change
agent.
The program is dedicated to preparing highly competent future professional school
psychologists. A strength of the program has been the quality of its graduates. The program's
admission policies result in the selection of outstanding students. Once admitted to the program
every effort is made to insure that each student will experience success. A supportive environment
is provided and first-year students are paired with second and third-year students in what has been
referred to as the "peer resource model." This model is encouraged throughout the pro·g ram and
into an individual's professional caree~
Curriculum is sequenced and ·coursework outside the School Psychology program is
coordinated to insure that students in the program have no difficulty in registering for needed
courses. An orientation is held for entenng students with an emphasis·on1he student's program of
study. Students are aware of course offerings and program expectations
e~~J. course .

f.or

-

... ·~'
~-

The selective nature of the program allows for a small student body•and program faculty
work closely with each student.
·
Faculty members consult with state departments of education, local education agencies,
governmental agencies and test publishers and developers. These faculty activities allow for a
number of opportunities for students to be involved in activities that enhance the practtee of the
delivery of school psychological services.
~ . -: . ~
Each year the program provides a legal symposium and brings in practicing attorneys to
work with our students. The intent is to demonstrate "best practice" from another perspective.
Students gain confidence from these teaching seminars, learn to question, and are guided as to
what is considered legally defensible in the delivery of school psychological services.
Although a positive, supportive environment is provided to all students, within the
classroom students are encouraged to develop a "wedge of uncertainty." Students are challenged
to think differently about problems (to explore another approach). Students are taught to be "hard
on ideas," yet, "soft on people." Students are expected to develop research skills by participating
in a variety of research experiences. Opportunities are available to participate in on and off-campus
projects and are supervised by the program faculty.
The two faculty serving the School Psychology program are Dr. David Mealor, Ph.D.
University of Georgia and Dr. Carl Balado, Ed.D. Florida Atlantic University.
The School Psychology program admits approximately 15 students each academic year,
and is a three-year program which culminates with the awarding of the Educational Specialist
Degree. The students must possess a minimum of a 1000 on the GRE and must compl~te a formal
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interview before acceptance into the program.
~ gra~~ates ~f the prograr:n have been placed in the job market and many have moved into
leaders~1p positions with several different states. The majority of our students present at
profess10nal conferences and a number have published aiticles in professional journals.

The program enjoys an excellent reputation across the state and our students are in demand
as interns and as practicing school psychologists . .Many school districts openly state that the best
prepared students come from the UCF program.

PROJECTS
Leadership 2000
The UCF Educational Leadership Program will initiate Leadership 2000: A Cohort
Doctoral Program for Practicing School Administrators in the fall 1993. This program
is based on the premise that educational change and improvement can be realized through
sustained, intensive and cooperative efforts of school districts and partner universities. Leadership
2000 offers the following opportunities for doctoral study: .

•

A group of approximately 20 central Florida school administrators will meet each week as a
cohort group for two years of concentrated study. One weekday per week and one-half
Saturday per month will be required for course work and study.
.

•

This team of educational leaders will address contemporary issues, translating theory into
practice.
·

•

Courses, seminars, and practica will be presented in an intensive format, permitting the
practitioner to engage in a scholarly program while completing requirements for the Doctor
of Education Degree within a reasonable time frame.

•

Significant collaboration will enhance growth and development opportunities for both
school districts and the University.

•

A supportive environment will provide for individual and collaborative study of problems
and issues confronting the educational community.

Clearly, there is great value in having a cohort group of practicing administrators from
several school districts working together over a period of two years from a theoretical framework
to solve real-world problems.
·

Master's 95
. The Educational Leadership Master's '95 Cohort will consist of 25-30 students who will
begin coursework toward a Master's Degree in Educational Le~dership beginning Fall 1993.
These students must make a commitment to progress as a group through the program. Students
who successfully meet all requirements will receive the M.Ed. Degree in August 1995 and may
apply for Florida Level I Educational Leadership certification.
Academic studies directed toward current research and literature. Emphasis on experiential
learning activities that reiate theory and research to practice. Interaction with guest lecturers,
consultants, university faculty and other recognized -e~perts in ed~~atio~ an~ relate~ fields. .
Significant field-based and clinical experiences includmg an admlillstrative mternship. The cohort
itself - members of cohorts provide support and continuity throughout the program.
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Danforth Program
· The University of Central Florida is a member of the fifth cycle of leadership preparation
programs supported by the Danforth Foundation. The cohort program, which began in 1990, is in
its third cycle and has 19 M.Ed. graduates to date. The second cycle of master's students will
graduate in August 1993. The objectives of the program include:
•

To provide the opportunity for faculty and administrators to cooperate in the preparation of
school leaders.

•

To develop collaborative learning experiences for principal candidates utilizing the schools,
university, and community as learning environments.

•

To prepare leaders with emphasis on experiential learning which allow them to demonstrate
mastery of skills, competencies and knowledge

•

Six primary strands form the basis of the Danforth Program:
Content -- knowledge base in educational administration; emphasis is toward bridging the
gap between theory and practice

•

Skills -- principal competencies as identified by recognized field-based research

•

Communications -- instruction related to formal speaking and verbal communication,
written communication, press relations, and conducting meetings

•

Vision/mission development -- analysis of school cultures, portraiture, reflective journals,
personal vision statements, and policy development

•

Internship -- practical, on-site opp01tunity to apply and link acquired knowledge and skills

•

Renaissance -- activities and experiences related to the fine and performing arts, interaction
with authorities from other fields, community affairs discussions, and instruction in areas
such as dress, wellness, and related topics

The Danforth Program experience UCF has provided the impetus for the faculty to work
together in a much closer partnership with educatio"nal leaders from the region. A commitment to
the program concepts has been maintained and the spirit of the program has been institutionalized
in other areas and programs.

ED 125
Several faculty in the Educational Services Department \Yere very instrumental in
transforming room ED 125.into the UCF/DOE Multimedia Training, Research and Development
Center (MMTRDC). The project, funded by a grant from the Florida Department of Education,
Bureau of Educational Technology, is designed to assist teachers and administrators in Florida's
public schools - as well as faculty and students in our College of Education - in learning more
about multimedia technology and integrating it into the curriculum. The project will support school
improvement efforts currently underway in Florida.
Pioneer Communications, Optical Data and Apple Computer have each signed a
"memorandum of understanding" which clearly spells out the role of the MMTRDC, UCF, the
Florida DOE, and the company. Pioneer is providing over 30 videodisc player~, a 72-disc
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jukebox~ and some_ 6-pack CD-ROM drives. Optical Data has shipped us 20 copies of "Visual
Almanac" along with one of each of their products and will continue to add materials as they are
developed and released. Apple Computer is providing up to 20 Macintoshes.
~andy has teamed up with Synsor Corporation to provide a Supra desk, a multimedia
workstat10n on wheels, now the heart of the main "instructional workstation" in ED 125 .
. Mi_cr_osoft has given us a license for many of their products with the intent that they be used for
trammg.
Negotiations ':"ill S?On be co~pleted with several other major business partners including
~M/Ed_uQuest (multimedia w?rkstations and file server), Cabletron Systems (networking wiring
and eqmpment), Jostens Leammg Systems (courseware), Tandy (multimedia workstations) and a
number of other software companies.
Other Projects

The School Psychology Program has entered into a formal partnership with Partin
Elementary School. The focus of this partnership is to provide field-based training for program
graduate students, and to assist Partin teachers with intervention assistance for at-risk students.
The program was awarded $10,000 grant from DOE and will be used as a model program within
the state.
PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE .

The Department of Educational Services shares with other University and College
departments the missions of teaching, research, and service. It is unique among the four College
departments, however, in that only graduate studies are offered. The Department provides
research, teaching, and learning opportunities to faculty and graduate students at the masters,
educational specialist, and doctoral levels of graduate education. In this regard, the Department
resembles a professional school and may differ from other academic units within the College and
University. The assumption is made that a picture of a professional school guides Departmental
initiatives and activities.
Faculty members in the Department face many enviable opportunities and challenges in the
immediate future. Perhaps one of the greatest tactical and strategic planning challenges is the
determination program priorities within an environment of declining resources and a time of
change. In a sense, program growth and success have created a paradox of choice. Perennial
questions are: "How can we best serve our select clients in a quality and professional manner?"
"How do we choose between the many opportunities offered?" "How do we say Il.Q to
opportunities for program growth and expansion?"
·
Departmental decisions can be framed within what West Churchman termed the context of
environmental fallacies. One form of this fallacy consists of first observing that "x" is·growing,
e.g., numbers of students, (or "x" is declining, e.g., budgets) in a way that creates concern. A
critical point is determined as being a logical or reasonable limit (e.g., number of students who can
be served). On the basis of these observations, imperatives are generated: "Limit enrollments."
"Mandate moratoria on program initiatives." Such imperatives may not be wise, as they ignore the
environment to which every problem is inextricably united.
Hopefully, faculty members and administrators will share a vision which embraces all
aspects of the educational system while recognizing that there are no final, complete and total
answers. There are only questions that offer "seeds" for future change.
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RESEARCH AND CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
1992-1993

I.

Publications (Refereed)

Balado, C.R. (1992, September/October)_. Assessing Hispanic students for GATE: A complex
· issue. California Association of School Psychologists Today. pp. 13-15), Reprint (Peer review).
Balado, C. R., & Sterling, L. (1992,. October). The use of cooperative learning with the LEP
student The Florida School Psychologist, 21(4), 5-7: (Peer Review)
Balado, C. R., & Oteiza, E. I. (1992, July). The process of healing: From "culture shock" to
"culture integration." The Florida School Psychologist. 2Q(3), 3-4. (Peer Review)
Balado, C. R., & Rodriguez, M. (1992, May). Assessment of gifted Hispanic students. The
Florida School Psychologist, 2Q(4), 3-4. (Refereed)
.

.

Baumbach, D. (1992). Technology Training for Teachers: A Florida Model. Curriculum
Product News. 2Q(9), 18-20.
·
Baumbach, D., Brewer, S., & Bird, M.

(1992)~ Bircode
bonanza. Media and Methods. 2.8.(6).
,.
,.

-

.

Baumbach, D., -Brewer, S., & Bird, M. {b992f -\ucal'ROMsJ.. Millions of ideas for millions of
learners. Educational Media International,
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Baumbach, D., Bird, M. & Brewer, S. (1993). Videodisc Q & A. Media and Methods. 22(3),
6-7.
Bozeman, W. & Spuck, D. (In Press). Computer support for the administration and management
of schools. G. Kearsly (Ed.) Educational Technology: Leadership Perspectives. Educational
Technology Publications.
Bozeman, W. (Spring 1993). Systems concepts in educational planning and problem solving.
Connections. 1(3), pp. 2-5.
Cornell, R. A., Kennedy, R. S., Smith, M. G. (1992, October 5-8). Repeated measures of
mental performances on transoceanic flight crews. SAE Technical Paper Series Number 921906
found in proceedings of Aerotech '92, Anaheim, CA.
Cornell; R. A., Kennedy, R. s., Smith, M: G. (1992). Repeated measures of mental
performances on transoceanic flight crews. W arrendale, PA: SAE International, The Engineering
Society for Advancing Mobility Land Sea Air and Space, 10 pp.
Cornell, R. A., King, J. W. (1992). Tools for managing design and development of a
twenty-first technology base. Educational Media International, 2Q(3). London: Kogan Page, pp.
154-161.
Cornell, R. A., Farkas, P., Saar, C., Armstrong, J. (Eds.) (1992). Distance education and
teacher training; A global perspective -- from smoke signals to satellite. Prepared for the
International Council for Educational Media in cooperation with the United National Scientific and
Cultural Organization. Paris: ICEM (at press), 150-200 pp.
Cornell, R. A. (1993). Editorial: And a little child shall lead th~m. Educational Media
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International, _N(l). London: Kogan Page, 2 pp.
Cornell, R. A. (1992). Program management: Its relationship to the project. In R. Kaufman, S .
.Thiagarjan, and P. MacGillis (Eds.) Practitioner's Handbook on Organization and Human
Performance Improvement. San Diego, CA: University Associates.
Cornell, R. A. (1992). Editorial: Twenty-first century technology - A future derived from the
past? Educational Media International, 29(3). London: Kogan Page, pp. 137-138.
Driscoll, R. M. (1993). I make a difference: Making the transition from clinician to educator.
·
Albany, NY: Delmar Publishing.
Mealor, D. J. (1992). Early child development inventory. In D. J. Keyser and R. C. Sweetland
(Eds.), Test critiques. (Vol. IX). Austin, TX: Pro-Ed, Inc.
Mealor, D. J. (1992). [Review of Cognitive Behavior.Rating Scales]. In J.C. Conoley & J. J.
Kramer (Eds)., The eleventh mental measurements yearbook. Lincoln, NE: The University of
Nebraska Press.
Mealor, b. J. (1992). [Review of the reversals frequency test]. In J.C. Conoley & J. J. Kramer
(Eds)., The eleventh mental measurements yearbook. Lincoln, NE: The University of Nebraska
Press.
Murray, B. A. (in press). To err is human, but may not be necessary. NASSP Bulletin
Murray, K. T. (1992). Negotiate security in your contract. The School Administrator, 49(10),
33.
Murray, K. T. (1992). The administrative contract:Implications for reform. NOLFE Notes.

21.(6-7), 3-4.
Murray, K. T. (1992). Local policies: You get what you pay for. FASCD Policy Review, 1(2),
13-14.
Murray, K. T. & Kaesberg, M. A. (1992). The Americans With Disabilities Act and school
districts: An overview. NOLPE Notes, 21(9), 2-6.
Orwig, G. W., Barron, A. E. (1993). New technologies for education: A beginner's guide.
Littleton, CO: Libraries Unlimited. 1993.
Orwig, G., Ragusa, J., Dologite, D., & Mockler, R. (in press). Adding knowledge-assistance to
pc-based photographic image database management systems. Accepted for publication in
Information Resource Management Journal. (Peer Reviewed, International).
Orwig, G., Ragusa, J., & Wielgos, R. (1992, Summer). Building expert systems for academic
advising. Interactive Learning International, (Peer Reviewed, International).
Orwig, G. W. (1992, Winter). Multimedia workstations: To build or to buy?" Journal of
Interactive Instruction Development, ,1(3), 14-17. (Peer reviewed, National)
Pawlas, G. (1993, March). Seven easy tips to reduce teacher stress. NASSP Newsleader, 112(7),

4.
Pawlas, G. (1993, Winter). Keeping current and informed: How Central Florida principals do it.
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The AASA Professor, 12(3), 10-12.
·Pawlas, G. (1993, Spring). Keeping current and inf01med: How Central Florida principals do it.
Florida ASCD Journal, ll, 36-40.
Rothberg, R. A., Hill, M. S. (1992, October). The "Foxfire" principal: Managing the
restructured school. Journal of School Leadership.
Rothberg, R. A. (1992). A worktext for educational supervisory practices I & II. Minneapolis,
MN: Burgess/Alpha Editions.
Shepard, D. ~hapter IV, NCDA Activities in Four Year Colleges and Universities, published in
the Spring 1993 release of the National Career Development Association's book, National Career
Development Month, Garrett Press.

II.

Publications (Non-refereed)

Bozeman, W. (December 1992). Breakthrough Thinking. Video
produced at UCF.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, May). Treatment Manual for Ahuse Reactive Boys, Family Research and
Guidance Center.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, July). Comprehensive Treatment for Sexual Abuse Victims and Their
Families. Family Research and Guidance Center.
Orwig, G. W., & Baumbach, D. J. (1992, Spring). What every
educator needs to know about the new technologies - Hypertext. SIGTC Connections, the Journal
for technology coordinators, .8.(3). (National).
·
Orwig, G. W. (1992, Fall). Book review of expert systems and
intelligent computer-aided instruction. In Journal of Research on Computing in Education, 22(1),
137-139.
Pawlas, G. (1992, October). A Survey of Principals Sources of Information. Florida ASCD
Conference, Orlando, FL
Pawlas, G. (1992, November). A survey of Central Florida principals' .sources of information.
The Southern Regional Council on Educational Administration (SRCEA), Atlanta, GA.
Pawlas, G. & Miller, A.J. (1992, October). There is a Foxfire at the University! The
International Society for Exploring Teaching Alternatives (ISETA), San Diego, CA. ·
Pawlas, G. (1993, February). A survey of Central Florida principals' sources of information.
AASA Conference Within a Convention, Orlando, FL.

III.

Professional Conference Presentations

Balado, C.R., Seraphine, B., & Fitzpatrick, L. (1992, November). Sexual victimization; Why
children won't disclose? Florida Association of School Psychologists Convention, Altamonte
Springs, FL.
Balado, C.R., Bailey, B. ~t al. (1992, October). multicultural seminar, University of Central
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Florida, College of Education, Orlando, FL.
Balado, C.R. (1992, July). ESOL strategies for content area teachers. Volusia County Schools.
Balado, C.R. (1992, May). ESOL strategies for vocational education teachers. Volusia County
Schools.
Balado, C.R. (1992, May). Problems and complexities for Spanish speaking students. III
Annual Minority Recruitment Conference, University of Central Florida.
Balado, C.R. (1992, April). ESOL strategies for school psychologists. Pasco County, FL.
Balado, C. R. (1992, April). Cuban culture. College of Education faculty, University of Central
Florida.
Balado, C. R. (1992, May). Psychoeducational assessment of LEP students. Marion County
School District, Ocala, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, March). Current trends in technology. Seminole County Technology
Committee, Sanford, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, March). Training wheels. Macademia, Orlando, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, August). Multimedia Technology. ~DLRS Personnel, Orlando, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, August). Current trends in technology. Seminole County Media
Specialist, Orlando, FL.
Baumbach, D., Bird, M. & Brewer, S. (1992, October). CD-ROMs: Millions of ideas for
millions of learners. International Council for Educational Media, Orlando, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, October). Training wheels. Florida Association for Media in Education,
Tampa, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, October). Videodisc Technology is not a foreign language. Florida
Association for Media in Education, Tampa, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1992, October). Interactive videodiscs in instruction: The basics and beyond.
American Association of School Librarians, Baltimore, MD.
Baumbach, D. (1993, February). Jumping into multimedia. Florida Educational Technology
Conference, Tampa, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1993, February). Free wheeling. Florida Educational Technology Conference,
Tamp~, FL.
Baumbach, D. (1993, February). Presenting multimedia. Florida Educational Technology
Conference, Tampa, FL.
Baumbach, D~ (1993, March). Training wheels. Society for Technology and Teacher Education,
San Diego, CA.
Cornell, R. A. (1992, October). Welcome to Orlando and Overview of ICEM. International
Council for Educational Media, Orlando, FL.
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Cornell, R. A. and Instructional Technology graduate student and alumni presentation team.
(1993, January). Surviving the media maze: What mom forgot to tell you. Research report
presented at meeting of the Central Florida Chapter, AECT, Orlando, FL.
Cornell, R. A. and Instructional Technology graduate student and alumni presentation team.
(1993, January). Surviving the media maze: What mom forgot to tell you. Research report
presented at the Association for Educational Communications and Technology Conference, New
Orleans, LA.
Cornell, R. A., Kennedy, R. S. (1992, October 5-8). Repeated measures of mental performances
on transoceanic flight crews. Aerotech '92, Annual Meeting of ihe Engineering Society for
Advancing Mobility Land Sea Air and Space, Anaheim, CA.
Driscoll, R. M., Messina, J. (1993, March). The Orlando model: Training clinical mental health
counselors in the future. American Association for Counseling and Development
Driscoll, R. M. (1992, December). Learned optimism. Florida Association for Counseling and
Development. Orlando, FL.
Driscoll, R. M. (1992, October). Counseling for the 21st century. The 7th Annual School
Guidance Counselors Workshop. Daytona Beach, FL.
Driscoll, R. M., Cross, A.H. (1992, May). Community-based needs assessment and program
evaluation: A collaborative effort Fourth National Conference of The Family Resource Coalition,
Chicago, IL.
Mealor, D. J. (March 1992). The school psychologist and the courts: Pro.grammatic training as
expert witnesses. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Trainers of School
Psychologists, Nash ville, TN.
Mealor, D. J. (August 1992). Efficacy of district crisis intervention teams: Selected national
perspectives. Paper presented at the annual meeting of The American Psychological Association,
Washington, D.C.
Mealor, D. J., Elliott, K., Kaesburg, M.A. (October 1992). A comparative analysis of the
WISC-ID and the SIT-R for a referred population. Paper presented at the an·nual meeting of the
Florida Council for Exceptional Children, Orlando, Florida.
Mealor, D. J. (November 1992). America 2000, Florida's Blueprint 2000 and issues of the
reform movement: Will it come from within? Paper presented at the annual meeting ofthe Florida
Association of School Psychologist, Orlando, Florida (presented with five first-year students).
Mealqr, D. J., Dorman, C., & Dzuiban, C. (November 1992). Relationship between intelligence
and personality: Exploring gender differences. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
Florida Association of School Psychologists, Orlando, Florida.
Mealor, D. J., Elliott, K., Kaesburg, M. A. (November 1992). District level system-wide
change: Impact of alternative problem solving techniques. Paper presented at the annual meeting
of the Florida Association of School Psychologists, Orlando, Florida.
Murray, B. A. (1997, October 15-17). Motivating the middler. Florida League of Middle
Schools, Daytona Beach Marriott, FL.
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Murray, K. T. (1992, October). Florida school law: A hypercard. Paper presented at the
SRCEA conference, Atlanta, GA.
~urray, ~- T., ~ Kaesberg, ~- A. ~199~, F~~r_uary 12). Recommendations for hiring practices
m comphance wtth the Amencans w1th D1sab1ltt1es Act. Paper presented at the American
Association of School Administrators National Convention, Orlando, FL.
Orwig, G. W., & Barron, A. (1993, January 13). Technology
trends: CD-I, CDTV, DVI, and QuickTime. Presented at the national conference of the
Association for Educational Communication and Technology, New Orleans, LA.
Orwig, G. W. (1992, October 12). Classroom of the future ... Now! A panel discussion at the
.
International Council for Educational Media in Orlando, FL. Panel Moderator.
Orwig, G. W. (1992, April 11). Building expert systems for academic advising. A paper
presentation at the National Conference on College Teaching and Learning, Jacksonville, FL.
Rothberg, R. A. (1992, November). Foxfire and staff development. Paper presented at the
Florida Association for Staff Development, St. Petersburg, FL.
.
Shepard, D. (1993, March). Ethical issues. Co-facilitator of presentation at the American
Counseling Association Annual Conference, Minneapolis, MN.

IV.

Speeches/Addresses

Cornell, R. A. (1993, January). The International Council for Educational Media: It's origins,
opportunities, and the present. Presentation made to the Board of Directors of the Association for
Educational
Communications and Technology, New Orleans,
LA.
.
.
Cornell, R. A. (1993, January). Session Chair, "Research Trends in International Educational
Media" Annual meeting of the Association for .Educational Communications and Technology,
New Orleans, LA.
Cornell, R. A. (1992). How Safe is Your Pilot - Really? Winter Park Rotary Club, Winter Park,
FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, August 19}. Treating Sexual Abuse Victims. Lakeside Alternatives,
Orlando, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, August 27). Evaluating the Adult Sex Offender for Appropriateness of
Community Based Treatment. Department of Corrections, Orlando, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, September 9). Behavioral Indicators of the Sexually Abused Child. Child
Protection Team, Orange County, FL.
· Creamer, D.A. (1992, September 24). Working with Abusive Family. Protective Services, HRS,
District 7, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, September 30). Abusive Family Systems: Diagnosis and Intervention.
Child Protection Team, Orange County, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, October 6). Sex Offenders. University Behavioral Center, Orlando, FL.
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Creamer, D.A. (1992, October 9). Adolescent Sex Offenders. Laurel Oaks Hospital, Orlando,
FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, October 15). Sexual Predators. Maitland Police Department, Maitland, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, October 22). Sexual Abuse. Seminole High School, Sanford, FL.
Creamer, D.A (1992, November 2). Abuse Reactive Children. Family Research and Guidance
Center, Altamonte Springs, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, November 11). Comprehensive Treatment for Sexual Abuse Victims.
Child Protection Team, Orange County, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1992, November 12). Violence in the Family. Orange County Student Assistant
Teams, Orlando, FL.
·
Creamer, D.A. (1992, November 19). Adolescent Sex Offenders. Family Services, Orlando
Naval Training Center, Orlando, FL.
·
Creamer, D.A. (1992, December 10). Sexual Abuse. Seminole High School, Sanford, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1993, January 27). Violence in the HomeNiolence in the Schools. Orange
County School Board, Orlando, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1993, February 10). Structured Treatment for Sexually Abused, PreAdolescent
Girls. Child Protection Team, Orange County, FL.
Creamer, D.A. (1993, February 18). Sexual Abuse of Children in Foster Car~. HRS, District 7,
Orlando, FL.
Driscoll, R. M. (1993, January). Counseling issues that affect teachers. Spruce Creek High
School, Port Orange, FL.
Murray, B. A. (1992, November 17). Hiring p·rocedure._ Association of Childhood Education,
Un~versity of Central Florida, College of Education.
Murray, K. T. (1992, Spring). Interviewed on National Public Radio in Orlando (WFME 90.7)
concerning school financial crisis in Florida..
Murray, K. T. Interviewed on National Public Radio in Orlando (WFME 90.7) concerning school
violence problem.
Orwig, G. W. (1993, January 16). Gateways to AECT Chapters: Keys of success. Panel
session at the national conference of the Association for Educational Communication and
Technology, New Orleans, LA.
Shepard, D. (1993, March). Building positive attitudes for school social workers. Orange
·county Public Schools, Educational Leadership Building, Orlando, FL.
Shepard, D. (1993, March). Designing and leading a structured group for school counselors.
Orange County Public Schools, Educational Leadership Building, Orlando, FL.
Shepard, D. (1993, March). Designing career awareness experiences for occupational specialists.
University High School, Orlando, FL.
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Shepard, D. (1993, March). Ten hour in-service on leading and designing structure groups in the
school setting. Howie-in-the-Hills, FL.
Shepard, D. (1993, January). Ethical issues for school counselors. Stenstrom Elementary
School, Seminole County School District, Oviedo, FL.

V.

Research/Creative Activity
A.

Funded

Baumbach, D. Multimedia Training Research and Development Center, Florida Department of
Education, Bureau of Educational Technology, $300,000.
Baumbach, D. Computer Center: Fiscal Year '92, Florida Department of Education, Florida
Information Resource Network, $162,429.
·
Baumbach, D. Resource Center: Remote Learning Activities, Florida Department of Education,
Florida Remote Learning Services, $350,000.
Baumbach, D. Uniform Database Project: Phase IV(Sunlink), Florida Department of Education,
·
·
Division of Public Schools, $350,000.
Baumbach, D. Uniform Database Project: Phase V(Sunlink), Florida Department of Education,
Division of Public Schools, $300,000.
Bozeman, W. & Wright, R. Videodisc simulation of critical incidents. $800 grant from
Instructional Resources.
Lynn, M.A. (1993). Presenter in Training of Specialists and Generalists for Folio Review and
Site Visits for The Department of Education, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, and the Board of Regents.
Mealor, D. J. $10,000. Project S.T.A.R.S. Integrated Service Delivery Program - D.O.E. 1993.
Mealor, D. J. Submitted - $84,474 - "School Psychology Training for At-Risk B-5 Year Old
Children. U. S. Department of Education.
Orwig, G. Hybrid Authoring System I Expert System Applications in Training Environments.
P.I. NASA Funding. Approx. $100,000. Approved, pending FY '93-94 funding.
Orwig, G. Intelligent Interactive Visual Database Management Systems. Co-PL NASA funding.
Approx. $200,000. Approved for FY '93-94.
Orwig, G. Intelligent Interactive Visual Database Management Systems. Co-PL NASA funding.
Approx. $120,000 continuation funding for fiscal year 92-93.
Orwig, G. Enhancement of Instructional Technology Curricula Through Case Studies.
Preliminary proposal to the Fund for Improvement of Post-secondary Education. $134,000 Not
funded in current form; revisions suggested.
·
·
Orwig, G. NASA/UCF Cooperative Agreement for .Technology Development Project 1: In~lligent
Interactive Visual Database Management Systems. Dr. James Ragusa, P.L, Dr. Gary Orwig
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Co-Investigator. NASA funding. Approx. $730,000 approved for project 1. 90, 91, 92 fiscal
year implementation ($209,620 for 92).

B.

Independent (Non-Funded)

Bozeman, W. Survey and analysis of educational technology innovations in the nation's schools
(with D. Baumbach).
Creamer, D.A. Comprehensive study of abuse reactive children and their families. Date collection
began 1/1/92 with projected completion in eighteen months.
Murray, K. T. (1992, Fall). Florida school law. A Hypercard programmed by UCF/DOE
Multimedia Training Research and Development Center. Presented at the Southern Regional
Council on Educational Administration conference in Atlanta, Georgia, Fall 1992).
Murray, K.T. (1993, Spring). The educator and copyright. A
Hypercard programmed by UCF/DOE Multimedia Training Research and Development Center.
Murray, K. T. (1992, December). Florida Educational Leadership Examination Review Organized and presente~ at 1-day workshop.
Murray, K. T. (1992, May). Florida Educational Leadership Examination Review - Organized
and presented at 1-day workshop.
Murray, K. T. (1993, February 25). Presented at Intern Symposia at UCF-Brevard on February
25, 1993.
Murray, K. T. (1993, January). Presented School Law and Liability lecture to undergraduate
methods class.
Murray, K. T. (1992, October 6). Presented at lntern Symposia at University Central
Florida-Brevard.
Murray, K. T. (1992, July). Presented at the Teaching on Television Workshop, sponsored by
the UCF Office of Instructional· Resources.
Murray, K. T. (1993, February). Presented to the Senior Interns at UCF-Brevard.
Murray, K. T. (1993, February 23). Presented at the Jackson Heights/UCF Professional
Development School Advisory Council Seminar.
Pawlas, G. Developed and distributed a questionnaire for public school principals to respond to.
The questionnaires were distributed to principals in 10 Central Florida counties. A total of 267
responses were received and used in the study. The results of the study were published in several
journals. Presentations about the study were also made.
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Department of Exceptional and Physical Education
DEPARTMENT GOALS
_
The primary &oal of the dep~ent is t? _train students at the undergraduate and graduate
levels to pursue teachmg and non-teachmg positions in the areas of exceptional student education
and physical education.

PROGRAMS
Exceptional Education
The undergraduate program in Exceptional Education includes three areas of emphasis.
These areas of emphasis lead to teacher certification in Emotionally Handicapped (EH)' Specific
Leaming Disabilities (SLD); and Mentally Handicapped (MH). The department also offers a
graduate program in varying exceptionalities for teachers certified-in EH, SLD, or MH.

Physical Education ·
.The primary task of the physical education faculty is to prepare students to become teachers
of physical education. A secondary area of emphasis is to prepare individuals for professional
careers outside of education. Coaching and adapted physical education are add-on endorsement
areas in addition to certification levels K-8 and 6-12.
The department offers graduate degrees in physical education with specialization in
pedagogy, Exercise Physiology/Wellness; Perceptual Motor Development; and Adapted Physical
Education.
Both Exceptional Education and Physical Education offer a specialization concentration for
the Doctor of Education degree in Curriculum and Instruction.

Brevard Campus Exceptional Education Program and Student Organization
The Exceptional Education Program has just completed its eighth year on the Brevard
campus. This program has produced graduates with both Bachelor's and Master's degrees. Many
of the Exceptional Education graduates have go on into graduate programs in School Psychology,
Counselor Education, Educational Leadership, and Curriculum and Instruction. Some of our
rormer Master's students are now adjunct instructors for the UCF College of Education. Others
have developed and published educational materials.
Our graduates enjoy an excellent reputation as teachers of exceptional students in Brevard
County schools. Some have won the recognition of their peers as they were named Teacher of the
Year for the schools in which they teach.
Several serve as Supervising Teachers for our interns while others have written successful
grants to increase levels of instructional resources designed to enhance their particular academic
programs. Many have gone on to assume leadership roles in the Brevard County Council for
Exceptional Children.
Through participation in our student chapter of the Council for Exc~ptional Ch_il_dren, we
provide our students with an important professional development opportunity. In addition to
leadership positions within our UCF chapter, our students have also held a number o~ state offices,
including President, Vice President, Governor, Political Action Network Representative,
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Newsletter Editor, and State Conference Chair.
In 1991, our Chapter# 1050 received the State Chapter of the Year Award - the first an
area campus had been afforded such an honor. On two occasions, a group of our undergraduates
presented sessions at our annual state conference - an unusual occurrence for undergraduates.
Over the past few years three of our students have been nominated for the national award of
Student of the Year.
One of the major goals of our undergraduate program in Exceptional Education is to
collaborate with other education majors as well as to increase such interactions. We plan to
accomplish this goal by including all education majors in our Council for Exceptional Education
activities, sponsoring the membership of one or more Elementary Education majors, and arranging
for some joint class activities. It is through cooperation and collaboration that we can.best prepare
our students to work together in the school system as professionals.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
In looking to the future, the Department of Exceptional and Physical Education foresees the
following possibilities:
• The addition of 2 new Master's Degree Pro grams in Exceptional Education in 1) Gifted
Education and 2) Early Childhood Handicapped Child Education.
• The initial development of the tJ ndergraduate Exceptional Education Program at the area
campus in Brevard County.
• The continuing development of our Undergraduate Exceptional Education Program at the
area campus in Brevard County.
• The possibility of initiating Master's Degree Programs in Exceptional Education at our
area campus at Daytona Beach and Cocoa.
• Continued development and expansion of the Physical Education Activity Program.
• Continued development of the Faculty and Staff Wellness Program sponsored by the
physical education faculty.
• The department projects a significant increase in external funding. Dr. Coutinho will
direct a professional development project for our faculty which is intended to increase productivity
in this area.

Faculty
Dr. John W. Powell, Chair and Associate Professor
Dr. Martha Bell, Associate Professor
Mr. Eugene Clark, Assistant Professor
Pr. Michael Churton, Professor
Dr. Arthur Cross, Associate Professor
Dr. Lee Cross, Associate Professor
Mr. Gerald Gergley, Associate Professor
Dr. Patricia Higginbotham, Associate Professor
Dr. Hugh Martin, Assistant Professor
Dr. Jeanice Midgett, Professor
Dr. Margaret Miller, Associate Professor
Ms. Debby Mitchell, Instructor
Dr. Judy Olson, Professor
Dr. Jennifer Platt, Associate Professor
Mr. Ken Renner, Assistant Professor
Dr. Frank Rohter, Professor
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Faculty Achievements
Dr. Patricia Higginbotham (Physical Education), was elected as the College of Education
Advisor of the Year.
Dr. Jennifer Platt (Exceptional Education), was nominated for the Council for Exceptional
for Exceptional Children Advisor of the Year and the CASE Professor of the Year.
Dr. Frank Rohter (Physical Education), was selected as the College of Education Teacher
of the Year.

Faculty Additions/Changes
Dr. John Powell, Interim Chair, was appointed permanent chair of the Department.
Dr. Patricia Patton (San Diego State) will join us in August of 1993 at the Daytona Beach
area cam_pus where she will initiate the new undergraduate program in Exceptional Education.
Dr. Martha Coutinho, currently Branch Chief of the-Division of Innovation and
Development at USOE in Washington will join us in August of 1993 at the Brevard campus as an
Exceptional Education professor.

RESEARCH
The faculty of the Department of Exceptional and Physical Education participated in 39
scholarly presentations, published 10 articles in refe1Ted journals, and published three books.
In addition, the faculty secured research funding from outside sources in the amount of
$500,000 and an additional $443,000 - 450,000 is pending approval. Two other projects will be
mentioned elsewhere in this report, the Jack Holloway Endowed Scholarship and the College of
Education Faculty/Staff Wellness Program.
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Research & Creative Activities 1992-1993

I

Publications

(Refereed)

Submitted to Teacher Education and Special Education. Blanton, L., Blanton, W. and
Cross, L. (1993, January). An exploratory study of how regular and special education
teachers think about and make instrnctional decisions about special needs students.
Bell, M. and Cross, L. (1993, January). The 21st Century: A Futuristic Look at Minority
Recruitment and Retention in Teacher Education Programs. Proceedings of the Seventh
National Conference Recruitment and Retention of Minorities in Education. University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.
Martin, H. (1993, January). Minority Mentoring--Can We Read Between the Numbers?
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference for Recruitment and Retention of Minorities
in Education. University of Kentucky. Lexington, Ky. ·
Miller, M., Midgett, J. & Wicks, L. (1992). Stutlent and teacher perceptions related to
behavior change after Skillstreaming training. Behavior Disorders.ll., 291-295.
Submission of an article to the Journal of Correctional Education. Beech, M. and Platt, J..
(1993, April). Effectiveness of the Learning Strategies Model in Juvenile Correctional
Facilities.
Rohter, F., Schmidt, M., Frazee, C., Gergley, G., and Mulligan-Morris S. (1992,
Spring). "Development of a Florida School Wellness/Nutrition Education Program,"
School Food Services Research Review.

II.

Publication

(Non-Refereed)

Rohter, F. "Exercise Physiology and Wellness" Aristotle Press, 1993.
Rohter, F. "Body and -Mind" Aegis Publications, 1993.

III.

Professional Conference Presentations
State/Re1:ional
Cross, L. and Bell, M. (1992, August). "Developing a Multicultural Perspective in
Programs for Young Children with Handicaps", Southeastern Regional DEC/Head Start
Conference, Orlando, Fl.
Cross, L. (1992, September). "Alternative Assessment." Eighth Annual Florida Staff
Development Leadership Conference, St. Petersburg, Fl.
Cross, L. (1992, October). "Empowering Young Children with Disabilities Through
Play," Florida Federation Council for Exceptional Children, Orlando, Fl.
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Mid~ett, J., Mitchell, D., & Bell, M. (1992, October). "Strategies Linking Leaming with
Music, Movement, and Communication," Florida Council for Exceptional Children,
Orlando, Fl.
Platt, J. & Hefter, J. (1993, March). Linking LINCS to Real Life: A Learning Strategy
for Vocabulary Learning. Florida Strategies Intervention Model Update Conference,
Orlando, Fl.
·
Platt, J. (1993, January). "The Strategies Intervention Model: Promising Practices for
Individuals with Learning Disabilities," Florida Association for Learning Disabilities,
Orlando, Fl.
Platt, J. (1993, March) "STOP SIGN: A Starter Strategy for Increasing the Use of
Progress Charts with Students with Leaming Disabilities," Florida Strategies Intervention
Model Update Conference, Orlando, FL (with C. Gentle and J. Washburn).
Platt, J. (1992, October). "The Use of Visual Displays and Other Motivational Techniques
to Enhance Instruction in Leaming Strategies," Florida Federation Council for Exceptional
Children, Orlando, FL (with four of my undergraduate students - S. Allen, T. Brock, T.
Gumieny, and S. Reed)
Rohter, F. (1993, January). "Physiology of Fitness Performances." University of Central
Florida Fitness Conference, Orlando, Fl.

National/International
Bell, M. and Cross, L. (1992, November). "Toward a Multicultural Perspective in
Programs for Young Children with Special Needs and Their Families," Topical
Conference on Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Exceptional Children, Minneapolis,
MN.
Mille(, M., Midgett, J. & Wicks,L. (1992, September and October). "Pre Employment
Skills for Severe Efi1otionally Disturbed Adolescents." The National Adolescent
Conference, Reno, Nv.
Platt, J. (1992, July). "The Use·of Leaming Strategies with Juvenile Offenders." National
Conference Education Association, Orlando, July, 1992 (with M. Beech).
.
Platt, J. (1993, April). "Results of the Effectiveness of a Vocabulary Strategy :Vith High
School Students with Leaming Disabilities," National .Strategies Intervention Model
Trainers Meeting, San Antonio, Tx.
Platt, J. (1993, April). "The Florida Strate~ies. Interven_tion Model_ Pr~ject: Su~port
Materials and Activities to Enhance Instruction m Learnmg Strategies. International
Conference of the Council for Exceptional Children, San Antonio, Tx (with M. Mazzarino
and C. Gentle).

IV.

Research
Funded
Cros~, L., Cross, A., Platt, J., and Bailey, B. (1992, May). "The Player Projects",
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submitted to the Office of Special Education, US Office of Education, $ 126,000.
(Declined and being resubmitted)
Crittendon, D., Acierno, L. and Rohter, F. "Effects of Microgravity on Physiological
Mechanism." Florida Space Development Grant Consortium Program.
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Department of Instructional Programs
The primary purpose of the Department of Instructional Programs is to provide quality
educational personnel for the public school, graduate programs for professional educators,
programs for individuals seeking a career change, and opportunities for the public for life long
learning.

DEPARTMENT GOALS
• Provide students with quality instruction designed to develop the knowledge, skills, and
understanding essential for successful performance as professional educators. Instruction is
provided within a framework of a high quality program which reflects the most recent
developments and innovations in the field while incorporating current research from the respective
majors into instruction.
• Provide graduate programs for professional educators who wish to become."leaders with
advanced professional standing.
• Provide professional educators to meet diverse educational needs, e.g. special needs of
multicultural and exceptional students; integrating new technology .into classroom instruction and
student practice, etc.
• Provide new knowledge and educational practice through research and other creative
activities.
• Provide courses attractive to the general public as they seek ongoing opportunities
related to lifelong learning.
·
• Provide students with quality instruction designed to develop· the knowledges, skills,
and understandings essential for successful pe1formances as professional educators. Instruction is
provided within a framework of a high quality program which reflects the most recent
developments and innovations in the field of education and incorporates current research in the
respective majors.
• Provide advanced knowledge and skills for professional educators seeking certificate
renewal and/or professional enhancement.

PROGRAMS (DEGREES AND TRACKS)

PROGRAM
Art Education
.
Early Childhood Education
English/Language Arts
Foreign Language Education
Mathematics Education
Science ·Education
(Biology, Chemistry, Physics)
Social Sciences Education
Vocational Education
... Business Education
... Trade/Ind us trial
... Health Occupations
Music Education
Reading Education

Bachelor's

Master's

Degree

Degree

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

..

The department offers two types of Master's Degree programs. The Master of Education is
designed to expand and enrich both content and pedagogy knowledge and skills of professional
educators. The Master of Arts degree requires specialization and professional courses which lead
to initial certification in a particular teaching specialization.
An Early Childhood Education baccalaureate degree program has been approved by the
Board of Regents to begin in the Spring semester of 1994. This is a much needed program for
children in Florida which will provide professional educators for ages 3 through grade three.
The department is reinstating the 2 plus 2 program in Elementary Education at Lake Sumter
Community College in Leesburg. We anticipate an initial enrollment of 35 students for the Fall
semester of 1993.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
The Department of Instructional Programs, in addition to the previously mentioned new
programs, is involved with a number of additional projects.

The Central Florida Writing Project, affiliated with the National Writing Project, is a
nationwide effort to improve the teaching of writing. This project addresses the critical need of
improving the quality of teaching writing and the quality of student writing in Florida's
classrooms. At the end of the summer of 1993, fifty teachers will have been training as a part of
this effort.
The Cooperative Program in Elementary Education is a project which involves
thirty undergraduate students matriculating through their program as part of a cohort group.
Through a partnership between the Orange County Public Schools and the Orlando Science Center,
the program is conducted in both the public schools and in the science center.
PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
1.

Enhanced program development at both .the undergraduate and graduate levels.

2.

Increased utilization and development of advanced instructional technologies and
teaching strategies.

3.

Increased promotion of quality faculty research and creative activities, teaching, and
service activities.

4.

Development of a middle school program of study for future professional educators.

5.

Increased attention given to varying student experience in academia in order for future
professional educators to work with and help at risk students
II

11

•

6.

Increased collaboration with the public schools.

7.

Increased production of sponsored research.
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Program faculty members include:
Dr. Janet Allen
Dr. John Armstrong
Dr. Becky Bailey
Dr. Douglas Brumbaugh
Dr. Rita Buchoff
Dr. Donna Camp
Dr. Wentworth Clarke
Dr. Jeffrey Cornett
Dr. Robert Everett
Ms. Diane Gard
Dr. Sue Gruber
Dr. David Gurney
Dr. Harry Hall
Dr. Patricia Holmes
Dr. Marty Hopkins
Dr. Larry Hudson
Dr. Michael Hynes
Dr. Rosie J oels
Dr. Nancy Kiger
Dr. Robert Martin
Dr. Katherine McGhee
Ms~ Karen Musser
Dr. Enrique Ortiz
Dr. Mary Palmer
Dr. Robert Paugh
Dr. Mary Romjue
Dr. Barry Siebert
Dr. Steven Sorg
Dr. Richard Thompson
Dr. Gail West
Dr. Karri Williams

Assistant Professor
Interim Chair/Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Interim Associate Dean/Professor
Instructor
Associate Professor
(phased retirement) Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Visiting Instructor
Associate Professor
(phased retirement) Professor
Assistant Professor
.
Associate Chair/Associate
Associate Professor
Professor
Professor
Instructor
Professor
Assistant Professor
Visiting Instructor
Assistant Professor
Interim Dean/Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Director CERD/Associate Professor
Professor
Visiting Associate Professor
Associate Professor

RESEARCH
The Instructional Programs faculty are actively involved in sponsored research.
Twenty-eight projects have been funded for a total of $2,092,421. The projects range from the
Industrial Partnership for Mathematics and Science under the auspices of Martin Marietta to the
University of California Gems grant. Two additional projects, the Higher Education Consortium
for AIDS Prevention and the UCF Student Literacy Corps, will be discussed in a later section of
this report.
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RESEARCH & CREATIVE ACTIVITIES 1992-1993
BOOKS
Ross, E. W., Cornett, J. W., & McCutcheon, G. (Eds.). Teacher personal theorizing:
Connecting curriculum practice, theory and research. Albany, NY: State University of
New York Press. 1992.
Hudson, L., Editor. I Make a difference: making the transition from clinician to educator.
Albany, NY: Delmar Publishers. Book. 1993.
Palmer, M. Preschool Music.Reston, VA: Music Educators National Conference, 1993.
Palmer, M. Art Handbook. Washington, DC: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, 1993. (contributing author
and member of development team)

TECHNICAL REPORTS .
Cornett, J. W. Report on the World History Examination. State of Florida. 1992.
Everett, R., "Performance Assessment Techniques for K-8 Mathematics and Science," in
Catalog of Mathematics and Science Education Projects Identified as National Models . ·
Florida Department of Education, Tallahassee, 1993.
Paugh, Robert, & Woodley, C. Dacum Chait, Job and Task Analysis. Tampa Electric. (1992.)

ARTICLES
McGhee, K. & Dziuban, C. Visual Preferences of Preschool Children for Abstract and Realistic
Paintings. Journal of Perceptual Motor Skills, 76, pp. 155-158. 1993.
Everett, Robert M., and Donna J. Camp. "The Sounds of Science," Science Scope 16 (March,
1993); 67-69.
Camp, D. "A Five-Step Approach to Teaching Analogies." Middle School Journal, Vol. 24,
No. 4, March 1993. Silkebakken.
Camp, D. "The Sounds of Science." Science Scope, Vol. 16, No. 6, March 1993, pp. 67-69.
(With R. M. Everett.)
Allen, J. Through Sarah's eyes: A glimpse of whole language in the secondary school.
Teachers Networking (121. 1992.
Hopkins, M. H. & Dorsey, C. M. Math is everywhere--If only-we could find it! Preventing
School Failure . .ll(l), 10-13. 1992.
Hopkins, M. H. & Gard, D. IDEAS. Atithmetic Teacher, 40(2), 93-105. 1992.
Hopkins, M. H. IDEAS. Arithmetic ~eacher, 40(9), 512-519. 1992.
Gard, D. and Hopkins, M. H. IDEAS. ArithmeticTeacher, 40(2), 93-105. 1992.
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Thompson, ~- ~- (co-a~thor): Whole language problems and what to do about them: Balanced
readmg mstruct10n. Journal of Reading Instruction, 18., 28-42. 1992.
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A. A Critical Perspective on whole language. Reading Psychology . .U, 131-155.

Ortiz, E. Talking ~bout C?nnections: The NCTM Standards, some human developments and the
mathematlcs curriculum needs for change. Dimensions in Mathematics. (1992.)

PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Cornett, J. W. & Reitzug, U. Uncovering teacher theorizing in higher education: The impact
.
of a qualitative investigation of a professor's beliefs about educational ministration. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association, San
Francisco. 1992.
Cornett, J. W. Enhancing teacher craft knowledge through multiparadigmatic action research.
Paper presented at the Association of Teacher Educators annual conference, Orlando.
1992.
Everett, R. "HN Education; An Integrated Approach." Paper presented to the NSTA National
Convention, Kansas City, Missouri, April 1-4·, 1993.
Everett, R. "Integration of Technology into Teacher Education programs," Break-out session
presented at the 13th Annual Florida Educational Technology Conference, Tamps,
February 2-5, 1993.
Everett, R. "A Preservice HIB Prevention Teacher Module." Paper presented at the Florida
Association of Science Teachers Convention, Innisbrook, October 15-17, 1992.
Everett, R. (with Jack A1mstrong and Mike Hynes.) "Leadership Development in Elementary
and Middle School Science." Paper presented at the Florida Association of Science
Teachers Convention, Innisbrook, October 15-17, 1992.
Camp, D. "Changing the Way We Teach: A Grand Conversation." National. Council of
Teachers of English, Spring Conference, Washington, DC, March 27, 1992.
Ortiz, E., Everett, R., and Holt, L. Integration of technology into teacher education programs.
Paper presentation at the Florida Educational Technology Council Annual Conference.
Tampa, Florida. 1993.
Ortiz, E. An exploratory study of a computer-managed instructional and a regular mathe~atics
· instructional environment. Paper presentation at the annual conference of the Flonda
Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Ft. Wal ton Beach, Florida. 1992.
0

Everett, R. Holt, L. and
· . The integration of educational technology into the
undergraduate teacher education curriculum. Paper presentation at the annual conference of
the Florida Association of Science Teachers. 1992.

PRESENT A TIO NS
Hudson, L. "Transitions: the future for health occupations teachers", Awards luncheon Health
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Occupations Education Div~sion, Ame1ican Vocational Association, Nashville, TN.,
December 1993 .
. Hudson, L. National Education Computing Conference, "Combining distance education technologies for course delivery", with Olmstead, P., poster session, Orlando, FL., June 38, 1993.
Hudson, L., Mainwood, P. and Hartsfield, D, "Updating technical skills in vocational education
via teleconference", Florida Educational Technology Conference, Tampa, FL., February
1993.
Hudson, L. and Olmstead, P., "Audio versus computer conferencing: a comparison",. "Distance
Education for the Twenty-first Century", International Council for Distance Education,
Nonthaburi, Thailand, November 12, 1992.
Hudson, L., Richards, B., & Sandiford, J., "Current status of the HOE Journal and review of
the editor/managing editor's positions", Health Occupations Education Division, American
vocational Association Annual Convention, St. Louis, MO, December 3, 1992.
McGhee, K. Floating Images: kinetic Art Experiments for Young Children. Paper presented at the
annual conference of the Florida Art Education Association. 1992.
McGhee, K. Primitive Contact: Connecting the Threads of Cultural Differences. Paper
presented at the annual conference of the Florida Art Education Association. 1992.
McGhee, K. Standards of Taste: What Kind of Art Do Young Children Prefer? Paper
presented at the annual conference of the Fl01ida Art Education Ass(?Ciation. 1992.
McGhee, K. The Graphic Renderings of Preschool Children and the Relationship to Their
Preferences in Painting. Paper presented at the annual conference of the National Art
Education Association. 1992.
McGhee, K. Multicultural Art Games. Paper presented at the annual conference of the National
Alt Education Association. 1993.
McGhee, K. Peoples of the World in Our A1t Class: How Do we Teach them? Paper
presented at the annual conference of the National Art Education As~ociation. 1993.
Ortiz, E. Alternative assessment methods used in a graduate level diagnostic/prescriptive
mathematics course. paper presentation at the Research Council of Diagnostic and
Prescriptive Mathematics Annual Conference. Melbourne, Florida. February; 1993.
Palmer, M. "Multicultural Music" , presentation for Elderhostel, Canterbury Center, Oviedo, FL,
November 1992.
Thompson, R. A. "The relative efficacy of computer-assisted reading programs versus traditional
instruction." 14th World Congress on Reading, Maui, Hawaii, July 13-16, 1992.
Thompson, R. A. Reading consultant roles. 30th Annual Conference, Florida Reading
Association, Miami Beach, Florida, October 14-17, 1992.
Thompson, R. A. The classroom reading teacher competencies as perceived by reading
professors and consultants. 37th Annual Conference of the International Reading
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Association, Orlando, Florida, May 3-8, 1992.
Thompson, R. A. Current reading instructional trends in North America. 37th Annual
Conference of the International Reading Association, Orlando, Florida, May 3-_8, 1992.
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College Support Services
In addition to the four academic program areas described, there are a number of additional
support services which contribute to the overall mission of the College. These include:

The Education and Advisement Center
The Education Records office provided extended service to education students during the 1992-93
school year. Service in registration was greatly increased due to the extension of the registration
period from Advanced Registration through the first week of classes. This increased availability
was planned to increase university enrollment. · Service .and convenience for faculty and students in
the registration process was increased by the Education Records office through batch registration
for special college programs. Fee invoices were available in the Records office for the first time
due to a .new invoice printer. Enrollment for Fall semester in the college was 2798, and spring
semester 27 61.
The university's emphasis on increasing freshmen enrollment for Fall semester created a need for
six two-day summer orientation sessions to introduce students to the college. To assist the
freshmen in planning their general education program to meet education requirements, two-year.
class schedules were developed for each education program. The advising staff held a reception
for freshmen early in the fall in an attempt to acquaint them with college faculty and services.
Sophomore students were invited to a similar reception with faculty advisors and college
administrators.
Great emphasis by the Records Office was put on updating and· improving the accuracy of the
student program audits dming this year with the goal of increasing usage by faculty advisors and
with plans for certifying for graduation by the audits. A separate Internship Program Audit was
developed to be submitted with the internship application to provide a simplified check for
eligibility for Teacher Education admission.
A newsletter was sent to all undergraduate students in the fall to increase communication about
advising and the college. Letters were sent to students below college admission requirements and
graduate students reaching 27 hours suggesting they see their faculty advisors. To improve
registration procedures and communication with students in the alternative certification program,
students were sent program course selections and they returned the form ·to be hand registered.
The peer advisors continued to provide an important contribution to the services provided to
students. The three peer advisors assisted in advising students, performing 90-hour_program and
graduation checks and working in the Records office. Peer advisors gave presentations and
advised freshmen at all summer sessions, transfer student orientations, and open houses.
Time and effort toward recruitment and orientation continues to grow for peer and staff advisors
from the university recmitment goals. In addition to the 6 summer orientations, advisors promoted
the college at 3 transfer orientations, 2 mid-semester orientations, two-college night presentations,
4 minority enrichment presentations, two community college faculty orientations, and
parent/spouse orientations. Decision Days were introduced this year for admitting and registering
community college students -on-site and advisors ~ere asked to attend over 10 Decision Day
campuses.
The spring semester brought changes to the Advising office in personnel and location. Helen
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Ste:Vart was grant~~ a serr1:ester's leave for study and Laura Willis was hired as a temporary
advisor. The Advismg Office was relocated to room 153 to provide space for the Instructional
Technology Center faculty. The Alternative Certification advisor, Betty Anderson, was relocated
to the Records Office. A search for a replacement for Dr. Anderson upon her retirement was
completed. The search successfully ended in the hiring of Paula Higginbotham as her
replacement. The secretary for the doctoral programs was moved to the suite of the doctoral
faculty to assist with doctoral records.
A proposal was submitted to the College Administrative Council in the late spring asking for
budget support and an increase in full-time staff for the Records office and advising. The Council
recogni~ed the impo~nce of the department and voiced support for adequate funding and support
for the mcreased funct10ns of the office. The current staff advisors will become central advisors in
Fall 1993 and all students will be assigned to a faculty advisor as more emphasis will be put on
faculty advising. With these ohanges, it was suggested to change the department name to be called
the Student Services Office.
.

Office of Field Experiences
A primary goal of both undergraduate and graduate education certification programs within
the College is to induct the university student into the professional culture. To accomplish this goal
our students must have continuous contact and interactions with various knowledge bases, children
representative of an increasingly multiethnic society, teaching methods, strategies for organizing
and managing the classroom/school, and other ways of behaving which constitute the professional
culture.
One main avenue for inducting our students into this professional culture is through a
diverse variety of field experiences. Field expedences, i.e. those campus-based, public school
classroom situations, and agency placements in which university students observe, practice, and
reflect on the professional behavior of themselves and others, are pivotal in integrating the
knowledge base of teaching and_ learning to real situations.
Additionally, field experiences are essential for specific skill development and the
promotion of critical, creative, and reflective educators.
One of the major contacts with public school settings involves the professional field
experiences associated with the certification programs, thus they remain flexible so that they may
meet the demands of the different programs.
• The local area provides opportunities for many professional experiences for our students.
The following counties participate with the Colle_ge of Education in prov~sion of ~eld experi~n~es:
Brevard, Orange, Osceola, Seminole, and Volusia. Orange County, which provides the maJonty
of placements, is the fifth largest school district in F101ida and the twenty-fifth largest in the nation.
A significant teacher education initiative 1992-1993 s~hoo~ year was the d_evelopment of the
College's first Professional Development School (PDS). This un_ique collab?ration betw~en our
college and Jackson Heights Middle School in Seminole County 1s charactenzed by mergmg
pre-service and in-service education through the practice teaching for a large _number of U~F ·
interns, clinical supervision training for supervising teachers, and a com1:1umt~-~3:Sed sef?mar
series. It is anticipated this PDS will continue to gro_w and a new PDS will be imtlated with
Orange Coui:ity Public Schools dming the 1993-1994 school year.
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Of the nine state universities, the UCF College of Education ranks fourth in teacher
education candidates. A majority of our graduates are employed in the previously mentioned
school districts.
For the school year ending August, 1992, the approximate percentage of UCF graduates
hired were:
25%
18% ·
20%
22%
27%

Brevard
Orange
Osceola
Seminole
Volusia

These five counties rely on the UCF College of Education for providing their teachers with
graduate coursework and for provision of in-service training for teachers, administrators and
support personnel.
In summation, the UCF College of Education continues to serve its constituency as a major
player and supplier of new professionals in Central Florida and as the primary agent for the
continuing education of its educators.

Additional Field Experience Assets and Activities
To compliment the quality of field experiences for our science majors, the University was
given the use of a house located on Mosquito Lagoon in Brevard County. This facility is being
used as a base from which field trips may depa1t as well as an ideal site in which to hold
science-based workshops.
Students enrolled in the graduate program in Instructional Systems complete their own
unique internships, sometimes at their current workplace, while others may intern in environments
new to them. These internships, all located in sites other than in
K-12, enable the Instructional Systems students to experience firsthand, the ·opportunity to work
with state-of-the-art technology bases which would take years to reach the UCF campus and
laboratories.

Office of Multicultural Issues
The Office of Multicultural Issues was established during the Fall of 1991 to a) facilitate the
efforts of the faculty and student body to work and conduct research in a multicultural
classroom/environment; b) provide faculty/staff development in curricular changes; c) serve as a
clearing house to communicate information and cross culture learning; and d) to aid in the
recruiting and retention of minority students and faculty in conjunction with the Ford Foundation
Scholars program.
Following are the goals of the Office of Multicultural Issues:

Goats · and Objectives
Goal I
To provide a yariety of intercultural opp01tunities for UCF faculty, students and staff to
increase understanding of other cultures, people, and perspectives.
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Objectives
1. To provide a series of speakers representing different
cultures for cross cultural learning and attitudinal
change.2. To provide College of Education faculty the opportunity
to participate in the Distinguished Lecturer seminars
in which they might develop methods/competencies which
address diversity.

Goal II
To provide workshops to university faculty which will demonstrate methodologies -- that
address the different cultural
issues to be incorporated in courses and programs.
Goal III
To develop and determine the effectiveness of instructional modules that incorporate
information about cultures and global issues and strategies for teaching for infusion into the
undergraduate curriculum.
To infuse instructional units (modules) relating to people, cultures, and global issues into a
broad spectrum of courses that have not addressed these issues previously and determine their
effectiveness.
To infuse these modules into courses attracting the greatest number of students, particularly
required basic courses, in order to have as great an impact as possible.
To stimulate further interest and learning through instructional methodologies which
highlight cultural diversity.
Goal IV
To develop a newsletter which would be used to disseminate information concerning the
research efforts of the Office of Multicultural Issues and t~e Office of Student Affairs.
Goal V
To provide research opportunities for faculty in multicultural education.
Goal VI
To provide a resource library for faculty.

Progress to Date
A grant of $15,000 was received from the Dr. Phillips Foundation in support of the stated
goals. All have been accomplished with the exception of Goals IV and V. Goal IV, development
and dissemination of a newsletter, is currently underway.
During 1991-93 a variety of speakers from the Central Aorida community came to the
University to share their particular cultures.
Representatives reflecting the following cultures were included: Africa, Cuba, Cambodia,
Haiti, India, Jamaica, Japan, Puerto Rico, Thailand, Native Americ_an and African_ American ..
Distinguished Lecturers included: Dr.P01tia Maultsby, C_harr of ~thn?mus1cology, In~1ana
University; Dr. Pritchy Smith, Professor of Multiculture Educat10n, Uruvers1ty of North Honda;
and Dr. Patsy Paxton, Union of South Af1ica.
.
.
.
Multicultural teaching modules have been produced m ten different areas -~ Early
Childhood Education, Culture and Divers_e Linguistics, Language Alts, Mathematics Education,
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Science Education, Social Studies Education, and Reading. All are being infused within the
curricular framework of courses offered by the College.
A multicultural seminar and roundtable is being planned for the Fall semester in October of
1993.

Minority Mentor Program
The Minority Mentor program of the College of Education at the University of Central
Florida is an internal program which assists in trying to solve the major problem of the ii)creasing
gap between the number of black teachers and the number of black students enrolled in the schools
of Florida and the nation.
The major objectives of the program include:
Assistance in retention and recruitment of black students in the College of Edu~ation.
Provision of greater opportunity for increased interaction between faculty and black
students in the College of Education.
Provision of a supportive and nmturing environment that will translate into black students
feeling more secure and comfortable in the College.
Provision of other forms of assistance to enhance academic achievement which will
culminate in the successful completion of the program in teacher education by our black students.
·T he Minority Mentor Program involves identifying all undergraduate black students in the
College of Education and to secure and complete all relevant information that would assist a faculty
member with each student in the mentoring rela_tion_ship.
.
A related activity is the identification and securing of faculty in the College who would be
willing to serve as mentors to undergraduate students who are either enrolled in the College or who
have been identified as entering the College of Education.
The Mentor Program's overall aim is to provide faculty with resources that might
successfully enable them to provide our black students with the necessary support for academic
progress and completion of an undergraduate degree from the College of Education.

Teacher Education for America's Minorities Program
The Teacher Education for America's Minorities (TEAM) program, sponsored by the Ford
Foundation, entails a comprehensive program of recruitment and training of minorities in the
. education field. It is a project of the College of Education of the University of Central Florida with
the generous support of the Ford Foundation. The purpose of the program is to meet the urgent
need for minority teachers, as well as to provide positive minority role models for elementary and
secondary students.
The Ford Scholars Program provides financial supp01t in the fonn of scholarships, book
stipends, and work study. In conjunction with this assistance, extensive academic support services
are also provided in the form of CLAST and other standardized test preparation; tutorial services
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for stud~nt classes; individu~l personal and academic assessment of participants; personalized
counseling through academic supp01t groups; and training of job acquisition skills.
Requirem~nts for admi~sion_ to the Ford Scholars Program include enrollment in the
College of Educatlo? at the Umvers1ty of Central Florida; a minimum required test score on the
SAT/ACT as established by the College of Education; a G.P.A. of not less than 2.5· and the
pursuit of initial teacher certification. Perhaps the most important requisite of all is~ desire to
teach.
·

Center for . Research an~ Development
The College of Education maintains an Office of Research and Development which in large
measure, mirrors the objectives of the UCF Office of Sponsored Research.
Dr. Steve Sorg administers this office and, together with a staff of three, assists faculty
who wish to develop and submit sponsored research projects, either internally or to sources
external to the University.

UCF/Martin Marietta Academy for Mathematics and Science
Mission: To systematically strengthen mathematics and science
teaching and learning in the K-8 schools of Central Florida in a manner consistent with national
curriculum, instruction, assessment and teacher preparation standards, the Martin Marietta/UCF
Academy for Mathematics and Science Education provides leadership that will: (1) support teachers
in their efforts to enhance the quality of mathematics and science education, and (2) create a
network of school-based leadership in mathematics and science education. The result will be an
increase in the pool of students who enter high school mathematics and science courses which will
prepare them for car~ers in mathematics, science and technology fields.

Participants: At least one math/science teacher from each elementary and middle school in the
Orange, Osceola, and Seminole public school systems are invited to become Martin Scholars and
to participate in Academy activities. Currently the Academy has approximately 100 teachers
enrolled who serve as leaders to assist their colleagues in their development as math and science
teachers.
Pro1:rams/Activities: The institute operating during the summer months is the key means of
enriching the scholars' knowledge in mathematics and science as well as imparting effective
instructional techniques. Under the auspices of the Academy, participants will attend courses,
workshops and seminars during the school year, including state and national level mathematics and
science conferences.

Governance: Two advisory units guide the UCF-based Academy. An umbrella advisory
committee consisting of senior officials from Martin Ma1ietta, UCF, the Department of Education
and the school systems of the three counties set policy. An operational advisory committee
comprised of faculty members from the Colleges of Education, Arts and Sciences and Engineering
and multiple representatives f~om each paiticipating school system is responsible for curricula and
program details, such as the process used to identify participants, planning a calendar of specific
Academy events, etc.
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Fundini: Sources: A $1,005,000 gift from the Martin Marietta Corporation, payable over four
years, provides a permanent endowment to fund the operations of the Academy. The gift is to be
matched by $753,000 from the State of Florida under provisions of matching gift legislation. In
addition the National Science Foundation has provided a $875,000 grant to support the initial
phase of the Academy, and a Florida Space Grant Consortium grant of $6000 has provided
support course development.
·
HECAP
Higher Education Consortium for AIDS Prevention
HECAP is a Five Year Cooperative Agreement between the University of Central Florida
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The funding cycle is 1990 - 1995 for
approximately $1.8 million. UCF is one of five universities in the country to receive this award.
The purpose of the project is to increase the capacity of the institutions of higher education
in Florida to provide HIV-AIDS prevention education to university students in general and to
pre-service teachers in particular. The goals for the five-year project are:
--To promote activities on college and university campuses related to HIV-AIDS education
and prevention and other related health issues;
·
--To establish and maintain mechanisms for deli very and evaluation of teacher training with
respect to HIV-AIDS education and prevention and other health issues;
--To establish, monitor, and maintain mechanisms for the delivery and evaluation of
activities related to HIV-AIDS education and prevention and other health issues to the general
college and university student population.

In order to accomplish these goals, a consortium was formed of all state universities in the
Florida State University System (only the University of Florida has not participated). Each of
those univers~ties have formed mini-consortia in their service areas. Mini-grants have been
awarded to consortium embers t_o develop a variety of programs and materials including peer
education and training, teleconferences, modules for general education and teacher education, a
clearinghouse for HIV-AIDS materials, and a communication network/bulletin board for
consortium members. A statewide survey of university students regarding their health risk
behaviors was conducted during the 1993 spring semester.
Plans for Year 04 (1993-94) include the expansion of the consortium to include twenty of
the twenty-eight community colleges and ten private colleges which have teacher education
programs. Also planned is a Summer Institute to "train the trainers" from the 39 institutions of
higher education in how to develop peer education programs, teacher education programs, and
how to establish, develop and monitor other campus activities.

UCF STUDENT LITERACY CORPS
The UCF Student Literacy Corps is a two year project funded by the United States Department of
Education for $50,000. The project was implemented in the Fall Semester of 1992. The purpose
of this project is for the University of ce·ntral Flodda College of Education to develop and operate
a Student Literacy Corps where volunteer undergraduates serve as unpaid tutors to homeless adults
and children at homeless shelters.
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U<:;F stude~ts take a special section of EDG 4321 - Teaching Strategies, a four hour
cm.u~se whic~ combmes classroom instrnction with 60 hours of required community service.
Durmg the first year (1992-93), UCF students tutored adults at the Coalition for the Homeless
Shelter and children at the Orlando Union Rescue Mission.

In both cases, the program was coordinated with representatives from the offices of Adult
Education and Early Childhood/Elementary Education within the Orange County School district
The Adult High School at the Coalition for the Homeless is operated by the Orange County
Schools. Children at the Orlando Union Rescue Mission attend Rock Lake Elementary School.
Tutors worked cooperatively with teachers at both sites to plan and coordinate their tutoring
activities and lessons.
SEX EQUITY GRANTS
This is the fifth year Dr. Steven Sorg has received grant funding from federal vocational
education dollars in the areas of sex equity and single parent, displaced homemaker, and single
pregnant women. These grants have enabled he and Dr. Carol Darling to make significant
contributions to the improvement of opportunities for Florida's women and girls in gaining access
to education and employment that will lead to economic self-sufficiency. And, based in part on
these contributions, the state of Florida and The University of Central Florida have gained a
• reputation of being national leaders in the areas of equity in vocational education. The state equity
administrator in Florida, Charlotte Gore, is the president of the National Alliance for Partnerships
in Equity, and Carol Darling is president-elect of the Vocational Education Equity Council (VEEC),
a division of the American Vocational Association (AVA). In the role of president-elect, Carol
served as program chair for VEEC for the annual conference of AVA in St Louis in December,
1992.
The fourth year of maintaining the operation of the Florida Education and Employment
Council for Women and Girls, an advisory council established by Florida Education
Commissioner Betty Castor has been completed. Carol Darling is the Executive Director of the
Council and Steve Sorg serves on the Council as the representative from higher education and
teacher education. The Council meets four times per year, two of which are public meetings.
At the public meetings, the Council gathers infmmation from lay citizens, educators,
business people, advocacy groups, and students served by sex equity and single parent, displaced
homemaker, and single pregnant women programs around the state. Several other states have now
implemented similar councils or are attempting to do so using ours (and its bylaws and operating
procedures) as a model.
The Council (and our grants) sponsored a statewide conference, Women in the Workplace,
Key to Florida's Future, in March of 1992 at UCF. We had applied for and received a $5000
grant from the American Association of University Women to assist with conference expenses.
Florida AAUW, and UCF also served as a conference cosponsors.
The Education and Employment Council for Women and Girls (and our grants) sponsored
another statewide conference this year in Tampa, May 5-6, 1993. This conference, titled Gender
Equity in Florida's Classrooms, at the request of the Commissioner of Education focused on the
findings of the AAUW study How Schools Shortchange Girls. w_e worked with education P?li~y
makers (school boards and others) to raise their awareness of the issues related to gender eqmty m
instruction.
In addition to all of the activities described above, we have done many other things as part
of our equity grants. I share some of them with you b~low: .
. ..
•
Developed a long-range plan for equity in Flonda to gmde the activ1t1es and programs of
the Division of Vocational, Adult and Comm unity Education.
•
Developed a list of research topics related to equity in education and employment for use by
master's and doctoral students at Florida's universities.
•
Developed promotional materials related to the recrnitment and retention of students in
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programs nontraditional for their sex.
•
Developed measures and standards and evaluation materials and system used by the state to
evaluate sex equity programs and programs for single parents, displaced homemakers, and single
pregnant women operated by school districts and community colleges.

CERD Division of Test Development
MISSION
To support the mission of CERD and
To carry out funded projects relating to the evaluation and assessment of professional staff
and staff education/training.
To create, design, and develop concepts, techniques, and tools of evaluation and
assessment, including performance and competency tests, written assessments and other evaluative
tools.
To assist and train private agencies in the development of useful approaches to, and tools
of, assessment and evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
The Division of Test Development is part of The Center for Education Research and
Development (CERD) of The University of Central Florida, College of Education.
CERD's resources provide a unique combination of experience, scholarship, and capability
in test development. CERD can assist a variety of organizations both educational and
business/industry oriented develop tests and other instruments of assessment.
Since 1985, The Center for Education Research, Division of Test Development, and it's
staff have provided a broad range of services to state agencies and private industry relating to
testing, evaluation and assessment including:

* Development of competencies and skills lists for teachers

* Development of competencies and skills lists for Directors of Vocational Education
* Development" of Examinations (item banks, test forms, etc.) for the Florida Teacher Certification
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

Examination prqgram
Development of study guides for the Florida Teacher Certification Examination Program in all of
the areas listed above
Development of recommended passing scores for the Florida Teacher Certification Examination
Administration of the Florida Vocational Teacher Certification Perform·ance and Written
examination
Registration of and correspondence with applicants for the Florida Vocational Teacher
Certification Examination
Review and Validation of the Georgia State Teacher Certification Examinations in the areas of
Agricultural Education, Marketing Education and Technology Education for possible use in
Florida
Review and Validation of the Educational Testing Service (ETS) Examinations in the areas of
Agricultural Education and Marketing Education for possible use in Florida
Training of Evaluators for the Florida Vocational Teacher Certification Performance
Examinations
Review of the Florida Teacher certification examinations in the areas of Computer Science and
ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages)
·
Facilitation of, and training for, test development activities for Florida Power and Light
Corporation, Nuclear Generating Training Division
Development of test items for the Floiida Real Estate Appraiser's examination
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* Administr~tio~ of the National Occupational Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI)
exammauons

* Test development activities as subcontractor for NOCTI for industry employee training and
advancement

* Test development activities for Tampa Electric
* Test development activities for Walt Disney World, Reedy Creek Energy Services, Inc.
CERD Facilities
CERD maintains two separate office facilities in the College of Education Building on the
University of Central Florida (UCF) campus. The Test Development and Assessment office
permits CERD to function in a secured environment with limited visitor access. This facilitates the
security of sensitive materials such as tests, and test item banks. CERD facilities contain meeting
space and full office support including an extensive number of computer stations for test'
development Safety vaults are maintained for the secure storage of test development materials.
The research and test development capabilities of CERD are supported ·by the technology to
do desktop publishing, graphics, test scoring, word processing, test item bank computerization,
spreadsheet accounting, and of course, copying. Data analysis is accomplished by a Local Area
Network between the CERD microcomputers and the UCF mainframe computers.
·

CERD Staff
Dr. Robert Paugh serves as the Associate Director of the Test Development Division of
CERD. Dr. Paugh is an Associate Professor of Vocational Education in the College of Education.
Dr. Paugh pioneered the use of.competency-based education in the Vocational Department at UCF
and also serves as the Testing Coordinator for NOCTI performance and written testing of aspiring
teachers. Dr. Paugh has an extensive background in test development. Dr. Paugh's expertise in
test generation and analytic software packages contribute to CERD's success with test review and
statistical evaluation of item specifications. Dr. Paugh has directed numerous projects relating to
teacher testing and has directed the development of tests for industry use. Dr. Paugh's areas of
expertise include test development, training for test development, use of computers and technology
in test generation and scoring, and performance· assessment instruments.
Dr. Charles Dziuban serves as a Associate Director of CERD Measurement and
Evaluation and also serves as Measurement Consultant on test development projects. Dr. Dziuban
is a Professor of Educational Research and Statistics in the College of Education. He is a highly
published author of research in educational literature. Dr. Dziuban designed and developed the
orientation and training sessions for the item writing, review, and validation committees involved
in test development. His expertise in IBM mainframe statistical packages, such as SPSS,
facilitates the statistical analysis of testing data Dr. Dziuban also directed all projects related to
establishing recommended passing scores for the Florida Teacher Certification Examination. Dr.
Dziuban's areas of expertise include test development, training for test development, analysis of
testing and measurement instruments, and scoring and analysis of testing data.
Dr. Cynthia Woodley is a Visiting Project Coordinator with CERD. Dr. Woodley's
organizational and management skills have facilitated the completion of projects relating to test
development. Dr. Woodley oversees the daily operations of the CERD test development office and
· manages test development staff. Dr. Woodley has worked_ with vario_u~ Florid~ Department of
Education testing contracts as well as sever~l other ev~uati~n and_ tr~mng proJects. Dr.
Woodley's experiences as a Florida State Licensed Residential BUildm& Conu:acto~ have add_ed to
the conceptual design of testing projects related t~ industry an? occ~patlonal _licensmg agencies.
Dr. Woodley's areas of expertise include occupat10nal educa~10n_history, philosophy, and_
assessment; test development; project management and coordmauon; and computer usage m test
development projects.
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Other Staff - CERD staff also include full-time secretaiial help, data processing
·specialists, a graphic artist, an editor, part-time student and graduate assistants and other support
personnel necessary to carry out test development projects.
INSTITUTE FOR SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT
The Institute for School Improvement was initiated this year to address the following goals:
1) to provide the UCF College of Education, local schools, state officials and the
community information on school improvement efforts as they occur around Florida and within the
UCF service area;
2) to deliver coordinated in-service experiences which relate to school improvement;
3) to serve as a research clearinghouse on school improvement as well as to assist others in
using available research data bases in their teaching, research and service to the education
community;
·
·
4) to generate and coordinate team effo1ts by the UCF College of Education faculty so they
may serve as a resource to area schools and to -the Depa11ment of Education; and,
5) to influence the school improvement process in the state and region, especially as applied
to the identification and assessment of cunicular needs.
Plans are underway to offer special Institute for School Improvement programs this summer.

Development, Alumni Relations, Continuing Education
and Special Projects
Jennie L. Loudermilk
The 1992-93 academic year has provided many opportunities for progress in the areas of
development, alumni relations, continuing education and special projects. Following is a brief
summary highlighting accomplishments and challenges in each area.

Development
The College of Education has pursued many avenues of friend building and fund raising during
the 1992-93 year. The largest new commitment to the College is the Jack D. Holloway endowed
scholarship program establishing the opportunity for an incoming freshman to receive an $8,000
annual award for 4 years of study in the field of exceptional education wi_th an emphasis on
working with individuals with cerebral palsy. The $400,000 commitment to be received over the
next four years will be matched by $200,000 in state funds creating a $600,000 endowment
enabling the program to fund scholarships for 4 students.
AT&T has indicated strong interest in finalizing plans for an employee campaign with company
match targeted toward services and pro grams for K-12 schools and teachers, administered and
delivered through the U.C.F. Foundation and College of Education. The campaign will be an
enhancement for College of Education programs and services providing outreach to the
community, educators and students.
·
Opportunities to meet with and reinforce relationships with major donors were coordinated and
resulted in greater insight and understanding regarding cmTent gifts and potential for additional
support. All indications are _the potential is strong for continued involvement and future donations.
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.The College o~ Education Fall and Spring phonathons exceeded the goal of $10,000 in pledges.
Wit~ the expectat10n of an 80% return of pledges, the College will enjoy a significant increase from
prev10us years and compares favorably with the other colleges Coupled with donations from direct
mail campaigns, the Annual Fund will exceed $20,000.00 in contributions.
The Colle&e of Education Curriculum Mate1ials Center, (CMC) was the focus and recipient of a
$6,000 matchmg grant from the Orlando Sentinel. This gift was matched and surpassed thanks to
the friends of the University of Central Florida and College of Education.
The UCF/DOE College of Education Multimedia, Research and Development Center has
received In-Kind gifts in excess of $100,00 from a growing number of Business Partners.
College of Education faculty, administrators and staff pa1ticipated in the development of a COE
capital campaign case statement in cooperation with the university development office. The
process raised awareness of this important upcoming university-wide commitment and laid
significant ground work for the next stages of the campaign. It will be critical to engage all
members of the faculty and appropriate College committees in the various processes including
revision of the case statement required dming the 1993-94 phase.

College of Education
Alumni Chapter
The College of Education Alumni Chapter has completed a very successful first year.
Accomplishments include selecting officers and planning the year, tailgate parties at all U.C.F.
football games, participation in the College of Education phonathon, hosting the Homecoming
Reception and Recognition Day for supervising teachers representing the College at many
homecoming and inauguration week events, and meeting with President and Mrs. Hitt and Dean
Palmer to review Chapter goals and discuss the additional involvement of the Chapter in University
activities in the years ahead. The Chapter has executed special membership building strategies
including a recent letter of congratulations to all College of Education graduates and invitations to
join and be an ongoing key player in College activities.

Continuing ·Education
The University Center for Continuing Education policies and procedures have undergone
several significant transitions this year. The College of Education has adjusted activities and
course offerings accordingly. Due to the emphasis on increasing F.T.E. credit ~our production,
courses formerly offered as "credit institutes" were converted to F.T.E. generating courses for Fall
and Spring. Support was provided for non-credit works~ops and ~eet~n_gs ~ well_ as t~e week
long 5 credit course conference for Southeastern Cons01tmm for Mmont1es m Engmeenng.

(SECME)
The following data represent credit institute activity for 1992-1993.
Semester

# Courses Offered

33
13

Summer '92
Fall '92
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Special Projects
A variety of special projects have been accomplished this year involving the efforts of many
individuals and groups. These projects have tended by their nature to bring people together in
teams and as individuals to commemorate and acknowledge events and achievements on a college
and university-wide basis. Examples are:

*

Education Showcase, March 3, 1993
Involving over 37 student, faculty, and community resource exhibits and speaker with
participation from all levels of schools, students, teachers, community leaders and the UCF
community.

*

Inaugural showcase and BOR Meeting
Participation by COE faculty, student and alumni groups highlighted major programs,
grants and special projects providing outreach and ongoing research.

*

The College of Education Newsletter
Provides an opportunity to showcase accomplishments and progress as a College and
invites our alumni and friends to continue to be· a vital part of our commitment to
excellence.

*

Lobby Renovation
.
Initial efforts to renovate the lobby have provided a
focus of pride and individuals and groups are responding with suggestions and assistance
to move toward an improved and positive image for the College of Education.

*

College Connection
A group of primary, critical contacts to distribute info1mation to school based
constituencies and relay suggestions/comments from peers to the UCF College of
Education. Improved methods of communication are the goal for improving the potential
effectiveness of this group and expanding to encompass more districts and schools.

Overall this has been an exciting and challenging year, and the ground work has been laid for
important activities in all areas during the 1993-94 academic year. Our college of "Interim" has
really pulled together to overcome learning curves in record time and focus on important College
goals supportive of President Hitt's five goals for the university.
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Area Campuses
College of Education, Brevard Campus
~e ~allege o~ E~ucation m~ntains a strong presence on the Brevard Campus. The current
· program mcludes the Jumor and semor years of coursework leading to B.S. degrees in Elementary
Education and Exceptional Education. In addition, graduate courses leading to degrees in
Educational Leadership and Elementary Education are offered at this campus.
The elementary and exceptional education undergraduate programs are limited access
programs. Each August approximately thirty-six students are admitted to each of these degree
programs. Student responses in a yearly survey reveal they all appreciate and support the cohort
group concept of attending courses.
.
The faculty numbers ten, including the recent addition of faculty members in science,
exceptional education, and early childhood education. These three additional faculty members will
increase support to the established programs and, in the case of early childhood education, provide
the faculty member to begin the degree program at Brevard.
The College of Education program at Brevard is supp01ted very capably by a program
assistant who handles the many responsibilities identified with the successful operation of the
college office. In addition, two student assistants help answer telephones, copy materials, and run
errands.
During the 1992-93 academic year more than 200 students completed their junior and/or
senior student teaching assignments in the Brevard County Public Schools. While the majority of
the students have attended all of their classes on the Brevard Campus, some of them have
completed the majority of their courses on the Orlando Campus.
The Brevard County Public Schools is a major employer of teachers in Central Florida. To
be prepared to meet their needs for the 1992-93 school year, approximately 400 teachers were
hired. Of that number, approximately 220 were graduates of UCF.
The future of the College of Education in the Brevard area remains very bright and loaded
with potential. In order to meet that bright future, however, we will require additional resources
- both human and financial. As mentioned earlier, the early childhood education undergraduate
degree program will add a new dimension to the undergraduate programs. This will help meet new
certification requirements from the State of Florida. An additional full-time faculty member to
teach m~th courses, both undergraduate and graduate, would be a worthy addition because of the
need for math teachers in the Brevard area.

College of Education, Daytona Beach Campus
As an area campus of the University of Central Florida, the Daytona Beach Campus is
committed to measuring the needs of the population of East Central Florida. ~esi~~nts of our
service district who are place-bound count heavily upon programs of local availability to further
their education.
The Interim Dean and Department Chairs have recog~ized that the es~ential _di[~erences in
environment and mission between area campuses and the mam campus requrre flexibility and
accommodation, and we have made great inroads to meet our community goals.
With the continued supp01t of the main campus and the faculty assigned to the area
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campus, the University will become an even more community resource and service facility.
In addition to the approximately two hundred students being served on the grad~ate and
undergraduate levels, the Daytona Beach Campus recognizes the University's obligation to meet
the needs of the Volusia and Flagler school districts which it serves by offering pre-service and
in-service degree programs, courses, seminars, and workshops for teachers to further their skills
and remain current in their fields.
Over the.past two years, in addition to our regular classes, the campus has offered thirteen
classes to meet the school districts' needs. By reallocating a campus administrative line ~is year,
we have been able to hire an exceptional education faculty member and begin a full program in that
critical need area.

Daytona Beach Campus Education Offerings
Undergraduate

Graduate

Elementary Education
Exceptional Education
Vocational Education

Educational Leadership
Counselor Education
Mental Health Counseling
Vocational Education

Currently Identified "Majors"
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Exceptional Education
Vocational Education

Senior Interns
Seniors
Juniors
Juniors

7

35
36

33
9

Undergraduate Total
Educational Leadership
Counselor Education
Mental Health Counseling
Vocational Education

120
18
36
11

5
Graduate Total

70

Total Students

190
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Table

University of Central Florida
College of Education
Credit

Hour

Production

-

Academic

Year

college

1991-1992

1992-1993

change
from
1991-1992

~

Arts &
Sciences
Business
Education
Eng inee·r ing
Health
Multi-Inter
die. Studies
Totals

221,827

225,852

4025

.02

92,349
58,826
49,303
45,300
629

92,345
58,332
51,140
53,884
837

-4
-494
1837
8584
208

.001
.008
.04
.1
.33

468,234

482,390

Table
College
Student
By

Summer

Department
Educational
Foundations
Educational
Services
Exceptional &
Physical Ed
Instructional
Programs
Internships
Totals

of

.03

2
Education

Credit Hours
Department By

92

Fall

Qhange

92

1992-1993
Term

Sprina

93

Total
15035

3558

6225

5252

1418

2289

2578

6285

1855

3711

4689

10255

3180

7094

6253

16527

123
10134

4056
23375

5804
24576

9983
58085

II
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Table

3

University of Central Florida
College of Education
Summary of Baccalaureate Degrees · conferred
By Academic Year·, Major and Sex

Exceptional
Child
Elementary
Education
Educational
Media Spec.
Music
Education
Physical
Education
Visual Arts
Business
Education
English/Lang
Arts
Education
Foreign Lang
Education
Mathematics
EducationScience
Education
Social
Science Ed
Speech
Technical\
Vocational
Totals
Total Deqrees

1990-1991
Male/Female

1991-1992
Male/Female

1992-1993
Male/Female

3

39

5

62

1

83

Total
Number
to
Date
379

16

363

19

394

24

358

4812

1

1

0

1

0

0

57

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

15

18

19

11

27

10

912

0
0

5
3

0
1

7
3

0
0

13
3

172
254
.,

5

30

10

27

4

37

446

0

10

0

5

1

7

99

10

31

15

28

18

31

469

15

15

5

15

6

17

390

8

11

12

7

17

11

396

0
4

0
2

0
3

0
1

0
0

0
1

30
.98

77
605

528

89
650

561

98
669

571

8522
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Table 4
University of Central Florida
College of Education
Summary of Master I s Degrees Conferred
By Academic Year, Major and Sex
1990-1991
1991-1992
1992-1993
Male/Female
Male/FeMale/Female
male
Elementary
Education
Exceptional
Child
Admin. and
Supervision
Business Ed.
Counselor
Ed.
Counselor

1

43

2

38

0

39

Total
Number
to
Date
805

0

9

0

8

1

13

353

0

0

0

0

0

0

334

6

21

1

13

11

31

0

0

5

44

3

16

86
175

1

4

438

8

30

120

Ed.

(Guidance)
Educational
Leadership
Educational
Media
Foreign
Lang.
Library
Media
Specialist
Music Ed.
Physical Ed.
Reading
Specialist
Visual Arts
English/Lang
Math Ed.
School
Psych.
Science Ed.
Social
Science Ed.
Speech
Vocational
Ed
Inst. Tech.
Media
Inst.
Systems
Inst. Media
MED
Totals
Total
Degrees

9

31

87
7
45

7
2

·2
5
0

2
12
8

57
234
152

0
1
1
0

0
4
8
0

0
3
1
0

3
13

83
142

4

142

5
0

3
1

8
2

3
2

3

1
1

3

0
6

0
8
0

3
4
6

0
3
0

0
3
2
0

0
8
10
0

1

3

0

9

9

0

4

45
214

169

6

.o
1

123
88

2

1

2
93

0

1

10

11

8

9

15

105

5

13

3
31
203
61

65

172

43
219

176

3758

-

Table 5
University of Central Florida
College of Education
Specialist
Specialist
Administration
& Supervision
Curriculum &
Instruction
Educational
Leadership
School
Psvcholoqy
Total

Degrees

1990-1991

1991-1992

1992-1993

1

1

12

13

15

13

14

16

1

Table
Doctoral
Doctoral
Administration
& Supervision
Curriculum -&
Instruction
Educational
Leadership
Total

Granted

6

Degrees

1990-1991

Granted

1991-1992

1992-1993

7

6

13

4

5

3

11

16

11
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Table

7

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Headcount by Maj or
1992

Elementary
Education
Exceptional
Child
School
Psychology
Visual Arts
Business Ed
English/Lang
Arts

Education
Foreign Lang
Technical/
Vocational
Instruc Tech
Media: Instr
Instruc Tech
Media: Educ
Math .

Education
Music
Education
p:q_ysical Ed
Science Ed
Social
Science
Education
Reading
Specialist
Admin/Super
Counselor Ed
Curriculum &:
Inst~uction
. Education
pending
Undecided
Total

I

Undrgraduate

Post
Bae

Graduate

840

38

219

Ad-

Total

121

vanced
Graduate
0

999

13

58

0

290

0

0

45

0

45

27

0
141

4
2
7

5
0
30

0
0
0

36
2
178

25
16

1
2

0
8

0

26

O·

26

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

66

0

75

145

13

2.S

0

183

0

3

7

0

10

92
60
83

18
5
5

49
26
14

0
0
0

159
91
102

0

3

9

0

12

0
0

33
15
4

112
122
1

53
0
81

198
137
86

1

7

0

0

8

77
1726

51
233

0
698

0
134

128
2791

I

0
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